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Trial Team Takes First
in Regional ATLA

Hora-Gamberdella Advance to Miami Nationals
By Stacie L. Brandt

T.

Motions Editor in Chief

he USD team of Paul Hora and Marc Gamberdella came
home winners from the Western Regional ATLA Trial
Team Competition this Sunday, Mar. 7. They will advance
to the ATLA Nationals in Miami, Florida, Apr. 2-4, where winners
from twelve regions will compete.
Witnesses for the Hora-Gamberdella team were Robin Segal and
Sabin Celatka, also Trial Team members.
The final round .pitted USD against Southwestern University.
The three judges unanimously selected USD.
Team Coach Professor Corley Wharton attributed the win to the
team's being "able to think on their feet, while at the same time being
very calm and collected." Asked whether he thought they would win,
Whartonreplied, "Anytime USDgoesintoatoumamentlthinkwe'll
win. The teams are that good."
Also participating from USD were the team of Chris Harrington
and Ann Broderick, with witnesses Wendy Angus and Stephen
McGreevy.
USD beat the Cal Western team in the semifinal round before
advancing to the final. A cross-town rivalry seems to have developed,
as this was the same team that Hora and Gamberdella took second to
in the recent San Diego City Championship. One Cal Western"terun ·
member stood out for Hora, who, in describing Keith Puckett-Hart as
having the best set of vocal cords he's heard in a competition, referred
to him as ''The Voice." Hora had heard that Puckett-Hart worked in
radio for a number of years before law school.
Hora also noted that the Cal Western team provided the most
difficult competition at ATLA because they were.the most prepared ·
competitor. To be prepared, "they knew the case, developed theories,
and they have a certain structure. Then, ability to think on your feet
in changing situations" is important.
'In other semifinal round action, Southwestern bested USC to
eventually take second place honors.
The problem this year was about premises liability: whether a
convenience store's landlord should be liable to an employee of the
tenant convenience store who was severely injured in a robbery. The
Association of Trial Lawyers of America sponsors the competition,
in which fourteen teams competed in the Western Region.
One surprise of the competition for USD came when Cal Western
argued that the injured store clerk's employer should be liable rather
that the property owner, thus raising a workers' compensation
defense, noted Hora. The judges were not persuaded.
Last year, USD was edged out of winning the regional A TLA by
one point In 1991, the USD team took third in the Nationals.
A USD Trial Team will next compete in Chicago.

TIJUANA, MEXICO: Local relief workers distribute supplies provided by the Binational Emergency Medieal Care Committee.

La Raza Initiative Provides
Mexican Flood Relief
By Levis Perry
Motions Staff writer

N

eighbors helping neighbors - a theme as old as
America. It was in this
spirit that USD students took action
to help the victims of the recent
terrible flooding in Baja California. More than thirty people were
killedin the January flooding, and
fourneighborhoodsofTijuana were
completely destroyed. Realizing
that recovery would require sincere
action from many sectors, the USD
La Raza Law Students created the
Tijuana{fecate Relief Fund. During February, La Raza conducted a
raffle to raise money for the Fund.
The drawing was held Monday,
March 1, in the USD faculty lounge.
The goal of the Tijuana{fecate
Relief Fund is to provide badly

needed dollar contributions to organizations working ·on the front
lines of the flood relief effort. The
Relief Fund Committee, headed by
Cesar Luna, Judy Carbone, and Jack
Bournazian, selected two organizations as primary beneficiaries:
the National City /fecate Sister
City Committee and the Binational
Emergency Medical Care Committee (BEMCC).
During the flood crisis the Sister City Committee and BMECC
have been working together to provide blankets, food, clothing, and
shelter to people in Tijuana, Tecate,
and rural Baja. The Sister City
Committee effort is chaired by Al
Alvarado, a former aid to one time
.San piego Councilman (now U.S.
Congressman) Bob Filner.
BEMCC, a non-profit corporation
that primarily helps cross-border
tourists obtain emergency medical
treatment, is headed by Celia Diaz.
Mr. Alvarado and Cecilia Kirk of

USD Withdraws Application for Order of the Coif
Selective Honor Society Has Only 72 Chapter Law Schools

By James Kuperstein

T

he USD School of Law withdrew
its application to the Order of the
Coif this year after it became
clear that membership would not be offered. The Law School can reapply in two
or three years.
The Order of the Coif is an honorary
society similar to Phi Beta Kappa. Sev-

enty-two U.S. law schools are chapter members, including seven in California: the four
U.C. law schools, Loyola, USC, and Stanford.
The honor is given to students with three year
cumulative grade point averages in the top
10% of their class.
Dean Strachan, who was awarded the
Orderofthe Coif by U.C. Berkeley in 1968,
outlined what an honor it is to be one of the
schools accepted to the Order. Law schools
can receive three basic levels of recognition.
Most basic is receiving ABA accreditation.
Next comes accreditation by the Association
of American Law Schools. The highest level

of recognition for a law school is to be
accepted as a chapter of the Order Of the
Coif, Strachan explained.
USD applied last fall for a chapter, as
did Fordham and Stetson. The Order of the
Coif never accepts more than one school in
a year and usually accepts only one within
three or four years. Dean Strachan feels
that Fordham was probably accepted, although this has not ·yet been reported.
Fordham has been teaching law more than
50 years longer than USD, and its legal
library contains 400,000 more volumes
See COIF page 4

the Sister Cities Committee and
Ms. Diaz were present at the raffle.
Prior to the drawing, Relief
Fund leader Luna presented checks
for$1200.00apieceto Mr. Alvarado
and Ms. Diaz.
Mr. Alvarado commented that
the Sister Cities Committee effort
is currently focused on providing
food and medical supplies, as opposed to clothing, because the Mexican government has re-instituted
its strict regulation of clothing
brought into the country. In addition, Mr. Alvarado mentioned that
the Sister Cities Committee was
providing specialized assistance to
an orphanage outside Tecate.
"The kids there need many
types of supplies beyond typical
flood relief," he said. "We are
providing crayons, pencils, and
books among other things. The
USD contribution will certainly help
us."
See LA RAZA page 4
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Farewell to a Friend
By Danny Rodriguez

R

ecently,afriendofmineandafellow law student passed away. On
Sunday February 21, Timothy J.
Sybers, took his own life with a shotgun at
his parent's summer home in Sister Bay,
Wisconsin. Tim, or Tiny as I and some
other friends called him, was on the phone
with a friend of his, a girl from Harvard, at
the time.
Tim had some reasons for doing what
he did, whether lor anyone else agrees with
his actions or not. I neither condemn nor
justify what Tiny did. I am in no position
to judge him. I would like, however, to
explain the circumstances of his death so
that speculation and rumors don't cloud
the memory of my lost friend. Aspri vate an
individual as he was, I thiilk Tiny would
approve.
Tiny's mother died shortly before he
came to law school. At the time, his father
was the local medical examiner in Bay
County, Florida, where they lived. Tiny's
father had his mother embalmed immediately following her death. Within the last
year, some suspicion arose concerning Mr.
Syber's actions and his possible involvement in Mrs. Syber's death. So much so,
that the Florida State Attorney's Office
launched an investigation. This investigation resulted in an indictment, although a
trial has not been held.
Recently, the television tabloid "In-

side Edition" aired a segment concerning the
case. This segment was aired on national
television and was viewed by at least several
hundred thousand people. Tiny told the girl
on the phone that he could no longer live with
the knowledge that his father killed his
mother. Apparently he believed the accusation was true.
Those are the circumstances which led
Tiny to do what he did. It doesn't matter
whether I agree with his decision or not. It
doesn' teven matter whether he actually meant
to do it or not. All that matters is that I and
others have lost a friend. Someone who, even
in a relatively short time, made an impression on the people close to him here at USD.
Tiny and I used to work out together at
Gold's Gym. As everyone who saw him
knows, he was as strong as a horse. But what
struck me more was his gentleness. Tiny was
never short of smiles or jokes. He could cheer
up anyone with his simple, but profound
humor. He was a true gentle giant. Of the
friends I've spoken to in the last few days,
most of their memories revolve around times
Tiny made them laugh. There was not a
single memory of a harsh word or a moment
of anger. Looking back it seems impossible
anyone could be in a good mood that often.
I remember the last time I spoke to Tiny.
It was at the beginning of finals last semester
in the parking lot of Gold's Gym. We talked
mostly about our futures, what we dreamed
about and what we thought would actually
happen. He told me how much he liked it in
Southern California and how much he'd like
to stay. He told me how worried he was about
making good grades and whether he would
find a summer job. For a man so full of life

Timothy J. Sybers
(1965 - 1993)

and so full of potential, his goals and dreams
were simple. But that was his nature.
At that time, Tiny had decided to take a
semester off from law school to get his head
together. I knew nothing of the controversy
surrounding his father at the time, so I assumed he had other, less complex reasons for
.taking some time for himself. I did the same
thing myself once. If there's one regret I have
it's that he didn't share with me the pain he
held inside. It may not have made any
difference if we had talked about his father,
but at least he would have known he was not
alone in his pain. I can only hope that in
whatever existence follows this one, Tiny has
become aware that I and many others here at
USD cared about him and mourn his loss.
It is my goal to start a Timothy Sybers
Fund here at USD to be applied towards
helping future law students in the short time
they spend here. I would welcome any
assistance, ideas, contributions or whatever
in this endeavor. I hope this fund will serve
to keep Tiny's memory alive and to make
others smile as he so often did.
If I could talk to Tiny one last time I
would tell him that he was loved and will be
missed by probably more people than he
knew. I would tell him that there were people
who cared, and who would have listened, and
that I was one of them. I would also tell him,
though, that I don't judge what he did. No
one can know what they would have done
unless they've been there. Finally, I would
wish him well in whatever future follows this
life, and I would thank him for sharing part
of his life with me. Farewell, my friend.

Timothy J. Sybers died Sunday,
Feb. 21 at Sister Bay, Wisconsin. Mr.
Sybers was a second year law student
on a leave of absence from USD.
Friends report that appeared to be
distraught over events surrounding a
family tragedy.
MasswasheldTuesday,Mar.2at
12:05pm in the Law School Grace
Courtroom. Father J.J. O'Leary, a
Jesuit priest from Marquette University who was acquainted with Mr.
Sybers, presided at the service. The
burial Mass was offered at Corpus
Christi Church in Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Mr. Sybers received a B.S. from
Marquette University in accounting
in 1988, where he was on the Dean's
List and a member of Beta Alpha Psi,
the national honorary accounting fraternity. In 1991,hereceivedanMBA,
also from Marquette.
Friends describe Mr. Sybers as
being very studious and an avid weight
lifter. He attended high school in
Florida, where he actively participated
in deep sea fishing, diving, and sailing.
Mr. Sybersdiedofaself-inflicted
gunshot wound. He is survived by a
younger sister, Jennifer, who was formerly an undergraduate at USD and is
now a student at the University of
Gainesville, Florida; an older brother;
his father, William A. Sybers, MD, of
Panama City, Florida; and his maternal grandmother, Veronica Cornell of
Dodge City, Iowa.

Substance Abuse in the Legal
Community
By Amy Jackson

A

lcohol and drug dependency in the legal community was the topic for three
experts who spoke to faculty members and law students Feb. 24 in the
Faculty Lounge. The speakers were:
June Brown, Director of the Lawyers Personal Assistance Program,
Office of Competence; Richard
Kirkeby, the Director of The Other
Bar Program in Northern California; and David K. Demergian, Director of The Other Bar Program in
the Far Southern Region.
The three speakers agreed that
alcoholism is a prominent problem
in the legal community and a cause
ofboth professional impairment and
legal malpractice. Impairment is
anything that prevents a person
from functioning at 100% capacity.
Help is available to students
and attorneys alike. The Other Bar
has a toll-free, confidential hotline
(800-222-0767). TheLawyersPersonal Assistance Program has consultants available 24 hours a day for
all members of the State Bar. Their
toll-free number is 800-225-8451.
Both programs also help law students and concerned family members, colleagues, or employers who
seek assistance on behalf of a State
Bar member.
Anonymity is the key to pro-

viding help. Students will not go to
members of the faculty or the administration for fear of being disciplined. The Other Bar does not
report anything to the State Bar,
except occasional statistics.
Darren R. Cecil, Director of
Alcohol and Drug Education at the
University of San Diego attended
the lecture. The department of
Alcohol and Drug Eduction is one
more "safe" place for students to go
if they believe they have a problem.
One goal of information programs like this is to "plant the seed"
ofawareness ofassistance programs
in law students because many recovering alcoholics and drug addicts say that their problems started
in law school. It is also important
for law students to work on "recovery" early so they can pass the
Moral Character Bar Application.
Denial is one of the largest
contributors to this problem. All
three guest speakers agreed that the
denial level and the ability to rationalize away the indications of impairment is staggering. People who
need assistance the most do not
know about or seek information
regarding assistance programs because they are the best at denying
the problem. Mr. Demergian stated
that a person who questions whether
he has a problem with alcohol or
drugs probably does have a problem and should, at least, seek infor~
mation about these programs.
The speakers also discussed
general issues involved in alcohol

and drug dependency, especially in
the legal community. The following are statistics from one study in
Washington State in 1989: 10%of
the average population has a problem with alcohol and drug dependency; 18-20% of attorneys and
judges are alcoholic; 33% of attorneys and judges are "impaired";
and 12% of people in the legal
community are clinically depressed.
There currently is no empirical evidence for California.
The alcohol and drug dependency is that alcohol and drug problem continues because use stunts
emotional growth. People who are
dependent generally have learned
no other method of coping with
stress. When does a person know
when the line between normal use
and addiction has been crossed?
One indication of going over this
line is the 3 C's: Craving; loss of
Control; and Continuing use despite adverse consequences.
The Lawyers Personal Assistance Program was established by
the Board of Governors of the California State Bar. The Other Bar is
a California Non-profit Corporation that helps judges, attorneys,
and law students with problems
with alcohol or drug dependency,
operating generally as an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 12-step program, with anonymity a key aspect
of the program.
The three speakers are experts
in the area of attorney abuse. Ms.
Brown has a degree in law and a

EXPERTS: Tiu! author (R) poses with speakers (L to R) Demergian, Brown, and Kirkeby.

master'sdegreeinpsychology. Mr.
Kirkeby, while not an attorney, has
been working for twenty years in
thefieldofalcoholanddrugdependency. He has recently focused his
energies on helping the legal community. Mr.Demergianisanattorney who was disbarred eight years

ago. His personal story set precedent in the area of discipline and
drug dependency with the California Supreme Court (In Re
Demergian, 48 Cal.3d 284 ( 1989)).
Mr. Demergian is looking forward
to being reinstated with the State
Bar next week.
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Career Center Update

Careers Center Needs Your Help to
Complete Jobs Survey
By Elizabeth Genel
Motions Associate Editor

I

was wondering what ever happened to those green sheets the
Career Center put in all of our
mailboxes way back in December
when we were fretting about exams. I decided to talk to Kate
Vargas about them. I'm glad I did,
because it just so happens that those
green sheets are the only way for the
Career Center to get a preliminary
employment profile of 2L, 3L, and
4 L students who participated in the
fall interviewing process. This
translates into, "Didanyonegetany
jobs from fall interviewing?"
Itturnsoutthatonly 104outof
464 participating students filled out

and returned their green forms. drop box on top of the student mailObviously they are the 104 that got boxes for your convenience. Just
jobs. Just kidding. Frankly, I lost fill out the green sheet, slip it in the
mine. The truth is, I dido' t get a job drop box, and then the Career Cenfrom fall interviewing so I threw ter will be able to tell us how we did
mine out. I'm sure some of you did in the fall interviewing process.
the same. I have to tell you that Please fill it out by March 15. You
these green sheets are really the can walk down the stairs and leave
only way for the Career Center to it at the Career Center office if you
track how the fall interviewing pro- like. While you are down there,
cess went. They have decided to check out the board in front of the
give us another chance. Check office. It's new and improved, and
your mailboxes, because there will user friendly for those who don't
be a fresh copy for you to fill out I like to read. Upcoming Career
took a test run: it took me 54 · Centerevent: meettheCareerCenseconds to fill out a green sheet. ter Staff, and get acquainted with
I've been told that all the inforrpa- the office on March 10.
tion is strictly confidential and for
In case you forgot what the
statistical purposes only. Honestly, green sheet looked like, and you are
nobody cares if you have a job or color blind and won't be able to
not; weallhaveenoughotherthings recognize it in your mailbox, we
to worry about.
have reproduced a copy for you.
The Career Center will place a Here it is.

..._.nt Director

Return this form to the Oftlce ol Career Services, School ol Law, attention:

Kate Varga•,

Phone: (619)260-4701

Fax: (9tt)290-&121

Student Interview Feedback Form
Fall 1992 Recruiting Season
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHOOL OF LAW
Please report the resulls ol your lnteMews wllh firms and agencies even I you have noOOed Career Services earlier. We
woUd appreciate rec9Mng this Information as soon as possible after your final declstons have been made and in any event

no lat• than...._

--1..L...!W·

Thank you.

I. Student Contact Information

Name.~-----------------Phone number: _ __

Year of graduation:_ __ _ __

_ __

II. Outcome of Summer Associate Program
II graduetint;1 May 1993:

•Summer 1992 derl<ship employer . _ - - - - - -- - --

----

Clty: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Sl'.ate:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• 1993 employmenl alter made (associate position)? _

_ __

• 199J empk>ymenl offer accepted?

DecUned?_ _ __

_ _ __

_

_

_

Ill. Fall 1992 On-Campus Interviewers - Outcome of Interviews

Please Ust !he names cl firms !hat Invited you to lhelf office folfowlng an on.ampus intervtew and the outcomes of those
Interviews. List those firms that made you an offer, and whether you accepted or dedlned the offer by marking the
appcoprlate columns.

-""""'

'93 Law Grads First to Give
Class Gift: LRAP
By Christopher Harris
Motions Staff writer

T

t

area of law training
fall associates training
FAST TRACK training
law school training 201
law school training 101

Fast hack·. lt,s An 11J!.portant
Step InYour Legal Lareer.
Fast TrackTM c l asse s are a v a ilabl e M arch ·29 t~rough April 24.
R e giste r by calling 1- 800- 222- 871 4 after F e bruary 15 .

LEXIS®
·NEXJS®(t~

LEXIS and N EXIS are registered trademarks of Mead Data Central, Inc.
The W ORLD IN Y O U R HAND logo and Fast T rack are trademarks of Mead Data Central, Inc. © 1 993 M ead D ata Central, Inc. A ll Rights R eserved.

he graduating class of '93 will be USD' s first
ever to leave the Law School a class gift. The
Class Gift Committee decided the LRAP program is the gift to USD which best represents the principles espoused by St. Thomas More, the patron saint of
lawyers and former namesake of the school building: to
use the illuminating force of the law to advocate the rights
and causes of one's fellow man.
In addition, establishment of the LRAP program will
increase the competitiveness of USD against other California law schools such as Boalt Hall, Loyola, and UCLA
which already have functioning LRAP programs. It is
particularly appropriate for USD because we are home to
the acclaimed Center for Public Interest Law.
This gift enables the class of '93 to be remembered as
the class which first seized the opportunity to start a new
tradition as well as provided a gift from the class to benefit
all graduates practicing in the field of public interest law.
The SBA has approved a resolution which authorizes the
LRAP program as the gift of the graduating class. Serving
. on the Committee are graduating students SBA President
Robert Chong, LRAP Committee Chair Christine Harbs,
Chris Harris, Shannon Goldman, Scott Slattery, and 2Ls
Bruce Rosen and June Sieberg.
To recognize graduates who participate in the class
gift, donors' names will be listed in the Law School
magazine, The Advocate, as well as the University of San
Diego Honor Roll. Plans are being made for them to
attend a special reception with commencement speaker
Morris Dees of the Southern Law Poverty Center. Students can participate in the class gift by pledging an
amount to be paid over the next year or two in installment
payments. These contributions will be matched from
funds generated by the administration and will include no
SBA monies.
The Committee has set an initial multi-year goal of
$30,000 to establish the principal which will be used to
attract charitable contributions from private foundations.
USD graduates from this year will be eligible to participate in the program once funding is established. The
Committee will print a special brochure outlining the
specifics of the LRAP program in the upcoming weeks.
(415) 956-9161
FAX (415) 956-9171

800 GO 2 PARIS

Marie-Noelle Hicks

PARISOTE L

A

==================~~
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LA RAZA from page 1

COIF from page 1
Ms. Diaz of BEMCC also spoke to the raffle attendees.
than USD's collection.
She noted that, in addition to its normal mission of evacuatAlthough USD' s application was not officially turned
ing ill ~d injured Americans from Mexico, BEMCC has a
down, it was withdrawn without prejudice with an invitalong history of providing disaster relief. For instance,
tion to reapply in two years. An informal reading sugBEMCC helped coordinate relief efforts during the 1985
gested that USD would probably not be accepted last fall,
Mexico City earthquake. As part of its efforts in the current
Strachan said. The Order liked USD 's improved quality of
flood crisis, BEMCC arranged for aid flights into Ensenada,
faculty, its scholarly productivity, the improvement in
Rosarito, and San Quintin when those cities were tempolibrary facilities, and the increased number of library
rarily inaccessible by road. In addition, BEMCC helped
volumes. However, she said, the Order would like to wait
arrange a helicopter evacuation of 200 people who were
before accepting the school as a chapter to verify that the
trapped by floodwaters near Valle de las Palmas. Thus far
improvement is not just a "flash in the pan."
BEMCC has channeled nearly $2 million into the disaster
In a telephone interview for this article, Professor John
relief effort.
Strong of the University of Arizona School of Law, the
Commenting on the USD student effort, Ms. Diaz stated,
Order's national treasurer, said that four basic require"I am impressed that so many of you young men and women
ments must be met to become a chapter. First, a school
took the time to do something like this. The money you are
must
presumptively show it will meet the criteria of the
g-i-v mg is life saving. Our phones are ringing off the hook, and
organization.
Second, the school must submit to an
the bills are mounting. I don't know when the problems are
inspection
by
representatives
of the Order. Next, the entire
going to end."
report is reviewed. Finally, the current membership votes,
Ms. Diaz also mentioned that over 'the years she has
each chapter casting a single ballot.
received quite a few calls from USD students in trouble in
Professor Strong said that Fordham had already passed
Mexico. Students in Mexico who are injured or are otherwise
the first hurdle, while USD had not. More precisely, USD
involved in a medical emergency may call the BEMCC office
withdrew its application because the school did not wish a
collect at (619) 425-5080. Ms. Diaz has promised to provide
formal ruling. Strong described the process of withdrawdual language medical emergency cards for distribution to
ing the application and reapplying in two to three years as
USD Law Students.
normal 'procedure when a school is not expected to be
During the raffle drawing, Cesar Luna thanked all the
admitted at that time. Strong did stress that a committee
students who participated in the event. Special thanks went
to top ticket sellers Diane de Kervor, Arturo Zepeda, and
Nieva Kelly. Prize winners included Laura
Berend and Ursula Uribe (free one month
e~
memberships at Holiday Health Spa); Vince
Rabago (wine gift box); and Karolyn
McDowell (discounted BarPassers Course).
While the La Raza effort will satisfy but
a small part of the overall need in the current
crisis, the flood victims of Baja now know
All of the following lectures are FREE' to any BAR/BRI
that their neighbors at USD Law School have
like to invite you to attend any of the sessions that have
not forgotten them.

Cb@ubr1
.........

Lecture by ·Bush
Deputy Spin Doctor
By Robert Little
Motions Staff writer

M

ichael Busch knows how the
WhiteHouseoperates. Formo~e
than two years, Busch worked m
the White House press office overseeing the
dissemination of information from the
"House that Speaks" to the Press Corps.
Busch, a San Diego resident and son ofUSD ·
Law student Judy Busch, related his experiences to members of the Christian Legal
Society Feb. 17.
Before graduating from Pepperdine
University in 1990, Busch worked for the
office of former President Ronald Reagan in
Los Angeles. After receiving his degree,
Busch went to Washington to find work in
politics. He started as a staff assistant to
Press Secretary Marlon Fitzwater bur after
several months was promoted to Deputy ·
Press Secretary, with an office in the West
Wing. He remained Deputy Press Secretary
until the end of President George Bush's
term in January.
Busch was responsible for logistics related to the White House Press Corps. As a
result, he traveled with the President on all
trips, including several abroad, and numerous weekend trips to Camp David, Maryland.

Attention '93 Grads:
Cap and Gown Pick-up
Solomon Hall
May 5,6, 7
Wed. - Thurs. 10 - 6
Fri. 10 - 4

01\N DIEGO

Spring 1993 Earlv Bird Lectures

enrofiee. If you are not enrolled, we would
an asterisk (*).

Subject

Professor

Date & Time

MPRE

Erwin Chemerinsky
USC Law Center

Sat., Mar. 6th
9:00 am - 12:30 pm

BRIEFING &
LECTURE NOTES

Jennifer Kamita
Loyola Law School

Sat., Mar. 13th
10:00 am - 12:00 pm

LIVE

*

from the Order of the Coif had looked upon the developments at USD as "very favorable."
If the USD School of Law is made a chapter of the
Order of the Coif, Dean Strachan calls it a "big deal." In
addition to providing a reflected benefit for the whole
school, it is a major recognition for students and can help
them secure prestigious clerkships. It also can enhance the
school's reputation and be promoted and publicized.
TheOrderoftheCoifhasarichhistory. Itwasfounded
in England and was one of the most ancient and honored
institutions of the common law. Historians believe that it
antedated the Norman Conquest. The Order was an
association oflawyers, never large in number, from whose
members the Judges of the Court of Common Pleas were
exclusively appointed. For centuries they had the sole right
to appear as barristers in that court. The Order takes its
name from the "coif," which was a silk, close-fitting cap
every member was compelled to wear. The Order of the
Coif died out in England after judges were no longer drawn
exclusively from its membership.
The American Order of the Coif is the outgrowth of an
earlier society founded in 1902 at the University of Illinois
School of Law and known as Theta Kappa Nu. In 1907, an
organization called the Order of the Coif was founded at
Northwestern University Law School. By 1910, the Order
of the Coif had merged with Theta Kappa Nu (both had
experienced little growth), and in 1911 the name "Orderof
the Coif' was officially adopted.

Sat., Mar. 13th
Charles Whitebread
CRIMINAL LAW
USC Law Center
1:00 pm - 4:30 pm
(1st Year Review)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
Sun., Mar. 14th
Richard Freer
CORPORATIONS
Emory Law School
9:00 am - 1:00 pm

*

*

CONTRACTS
(1st Year Review)

John Moye
BAR/BRI Staff

Sat., Mar. 20th
9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Sun., Mar. 21st
Willy Fletcher
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
U.C. Berkeley
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Richard Conviser
Sat., Mar. 27th
TORTS
*
BAR/BRI
National
Director
9:00
am - 4:00 pm
(1st Year Review)
REMEDIES

------------------ - - - -----~------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------~----- -----

CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE

*

*

Charles Whitebread
U.S.C. Law School

Sun., Mar. 28th
9:00 am - 12:30 pm

COMMUNITY
PROPERTY

Janet Kosel
Golden Gate University

Sun., Mar. 28th
1:00 pm - 4:30 pm

OUTLINING &
EXAM WRITING

Jennifer Kamita
Loyola Law School

Sat., Apr. 3rd
9:00 am - 4:00 _pm

EVIDENCE

Faust Rossi
Cornell Law School

Sun., Apr. 4th
9:00 am - 5:30 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE
(1st Year Review)

Arthur Miller
Harvard Law School

Sat., Apr. 10th
9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Catherine Carpenter
Sat., Apr. 17th
REAL PROPERTY
Southwestern
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(1st Year Review)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Erwin Chemerinsky
Sun., Apr. 18th
CONSTITUTIONAL
USC Law Center
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
LAW

*

----------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All lectures will be given at the Al Bahr Temple Lecture Hall at 5440 Kearny Mesa
Road. If you have any questions, call the BAR/SRI office at (800) 995-5227

San Diego Law Review
Announces New Members

1993-94 SDLR Board
Editor in Chief
Chris Humphreys

room. On the other hand, some Law Review
members may be found in the library grumbling about the large amount of time and
By Tom O'Brien and Eric Siegler
energy spent on the assignments and the lack
of tangible reward.
Invitations to Law Review are also exhe San Diego Law Review has an- tended to the top 10% of first year students at
nounced the names of the lLs who the end of the spring semester. Additionally,
havequalifiedforprovisionalmem- the Review sponsors an annual "write-on"
bership in the Review. These individuals competition, which provides an additional
ranked in the top five % of their class at the opportunity for new 2Ls to join. Details of the
conclusion of the first semester.
"write-on" competition will be available in
All student members of the Law Review the early fall.
maintain a provisional status until they have
'.fhe latest issue of the San Diego Law
successfully completed writing a comment Review, Vol. 29, No. 1, has just arrived from
and casenote, as well as satisfying a large the printer and will be available soon in the
number of cite checking assignments. A first floor of Warren Hall and in the Law
comment is a student piece which focuses in Review office. Issues are free to all USD
depth on a current legal "hot topic." A School of Law students. This issue contains
student casenote reviews a recent court deci- articles on the role of incentive in govemsion and analyzes how that decision may mentand private behavior by Nobel Laureate
affect the current legal system. San Diego Economist Milton Friedman, an examinaLaw Review comments and casenotes have tion of the country's early obscenity laws by
often been cited in published trial and appel- Elizabeth Hovey, and a critique of the methlate court decisions.
ods in which trustees in California are using
After completing the comment and public pension funds by Deborah J. Martin.
casenote, aLawReview student can apply for The new issue also contains three student
a position on the editorial board or just focus · comments: an examination of the Lacey Act
on the cite checking assignments. A bit of by USD '92 alumna Julia C. Shepard; a
advice for new members: be prepared to proposal to allow for common law strict
spend a large amount of time on Law Review liability to compensate land owners for hazassignments. Most of the people interviewed ardous waste problems caused by ·previous
feel that the experience is enriching. It offers owners, written by 3L Quinn Scallon; and
the opportunity to learn writing and cite critique of the Califomil!- Environmental
checking skills not emphasiZed in the class- Quality Act by 3L Cindy Y. Dobler.

Executive Editors
Kristen Harkness
EdPemal
Matt W ak:efield

T

Lead Article Editors
Frank Bottini - Open
Kim Boyer - Open
Scott Oliver - Symposium
Sharon Spivak - Immigration
Managing/Associate Editor
Kathleen Brennan de Jesus
Research Editor
Dave Johnson
Executive Comments Editor
Ben Nutley
Comments Editors
Kelly Ames
John Callahan
Tim Tatro
Sandy Turner
Marjeta Six
Julie Vogelzang

a

Journal of Contemporary
Legal Issues Update

Katz of the University of Pennsylvania; Peter
Amella of UCLA; Josh Dressler of Wayne
State University; Paul Robinson of Rutgers
University; Jean Hampton of the University
of Arizona; and Jeffrie Murphy of Arizona
State University.
Each person who accepts an invitation
will present a draft of their paper at the
conference. The Journal will publish the
final drafts of those papers.
Unsure as to the budget for the Journal
next year, Prof. Alexander said he could not
divulge any more specifics as to the conference itself or to student involvement with the

By Tom Turner

T

he first symposium sponsored by
the now faculty-runJournal ofContempqrary Legal Issues is scheduled to take place in February, 1994. According to Professor Larry Alexander, who assumes the position of Faculty General Editor
of the Journal for the 1993-94 school year,
the topic of the conference will be criminal
law.
A list of the distinguished criminal law
scholars invited to participate in the symposium includes: G~orgeFletcherofColumbia
University; Larry Crocker of New York University; Michael Moore, Heidi Hurd, and Leo
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Journal.
.

As finances allow, theJournal may offer
paying positions to certain students. A Senior Student Editor and Business Manager
are two such possible spots, stated Prof.
Alexander.

Lawyering Skills I Seeks Legal
Research Specialists

·Positions are available for the fall, 1993, semester to students who
will be in their second, third, or fourth year of law school next
year. These positions offer an excellent opportunity to sharpen
research techniques, to increase familiarity w ith law library resources, to make a significant contribution to the legal education
of first year students, and to develop a w orking relatibnship w ith a
faculty member.
Specific responsibilities include grading sets o f legal research
exercises, attending and participating in legal research lectures,
and consulting with students during weekly office hours. The
honorarium for this one semester position is $875.
Applications are available from Mary Vicknair or Susan Miller in
Room 117 of the law school. The deadline for submitting applications is Wednesday, March 31. An interview sign-up schedule will
be posted on the door of Room 11 7 on Thursday, April 1. Please
be sure to sign up for an interview at that time. Interviews will be
held Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, April 5- 7.

First year students
offered provisional
membership in SDLR
Thomas Amo
James R. Ballard
Deborah E. Bassham
Monte Brem
John C. Eck
Robin Felix
John E. Fitzsimmons
Cynthia A. Freeland
Marie T. Harrington
Laura Hoffman
Jack B. Krona
Joseph R. Manning
Steven R. Mitchell
Glenna J. Pfeifer
Michael T. Quinn
Amy P. Stark.

Women's Law Caucus Sells Out
Sixth Annual Faculty Auction
By Matt Wakefield

60-65 60-65 I've got 60 do I hear
65.... Several hundred students
and faculty members crowded into
th
st floor lobby of Warren Hall for the
Women's Law Caucus' (WLC) sixth annualFaculty Auction Feb. 24. As everyone
drank beer, wine, and sodas and ate goodies, nearly 50 students joined in the bidding for items donated by faculty mem.hers. According to Lindit Bell, Director of
Fund-raising, this year' s event raised
$4,400 to fund WLC programs and speakers.
ProfessorCorky Wharton volunteered
his time again this year to be the auctioneer. He enjoys the job, even though prior
to his first WLC auction he had never
attended an auction before. To his surprise, Professor Wharton said that the first
time he had a gavel in one hand and a
microphone in the other, he found the
auctioneer in him "just_came out."
Indeed, this year was no exception as
he auctioned close to 40 items, including
several fabulous meals with various faculty members, golf outings, books, bar
review courses, a cabin for a weekend, a
cruise on the bay, and ,J wine tasting.
Because the faculty and bar review companies donated all of the items auctioned,
WLC receives all the proceeds. In addition
to the items auctioned, several faculty
members donated cash to help pay for the
event.
This wa~ my first opportunity to at-

ANGELA MOORE: Demurely sampling the spread al
the annual Faculty A uction.

tend one of the auctions. I went this year
because I wanted to bid on the ride to
Borrego Springs in Professor Engfelt' s
Porsche. I first heard about the aucti9n in
one ofEngfelt's memorable hypotheticals
in his contracts class. That particular hypo
was one in which he was interested in
selli!_l_g "Hester" (his Porsche) to a student
who had bid the highest for the ride.
Launching into the hypo, he told us the trip
to Borrego included lunch and a tour of
"Nate's Butt Farm ... ha!...I mean Bates'
Nut Farm!" The class howled with laughter at Engfelt's "slip" of the tongue.
,
Recalling that hypo, my interest in
biddi:ng on the ride this year was piqued.
After vying with some other aggressive
bidders, I was fortunate to walk away with ,
arideinHester. Now,itremains to be seen
if, along with the ride to Borrego, there will
be an effer from Professor Engfelt to enter
into a bilateral contract....
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SBA Elections: What's
Up for Grabs
By SBA Council

T

he annual spring Student
Bar Association elections
are around the corner.
To run, each candidate must
submit a Declaration of Candidacy
with a campaign statement and a
3"x3" photograph. Declarations
will be available later this month
from the SBA, and the tentative
deadline for filing is 5pm Fri., Mar.
12. Following is a description of
each SBA office. The first five
offices receive monetary stipends.

f

~:fr

ThepollswilfbeopenM%r.30-31 tO
seatSand "Professorofthe Yea+J' Ther~. w·
.
..
Mum.
. .item~. indtlding an ~iW1tlve tod!;'Signate speeific aieasiq. classrooms
laptop users.
·
.
· r <+ 7 \

for

.·. ... Mar. 12 ar5pJl1 is the ~µe ~e forx~9i~e~. ...J().. Ctwi in . ~.

' Declaration of Candtdac;y (~yaitabfe at
personal statement, and a phot.Ograph to

...

.,

··

.
The candidates will caID;Paign the week /> .....
hold a Candidates' ForuiJl Wed:~ Mar. 24. RIID9ff el¢£.ti
hel4,Apr. 6:7if necessary. ,
.
··· ' . . ·.· •·

·);i.~ . .shott<

··· ·· ·

·

..
Thi annual Law Rxvue Talen~!Sno)\' is ~qhedUled for A'.~ri' 16:
.!'..;ast year.' s showfeatureq .e omedians,siµger8: qnd skits about i ollf
favorite profe~ors. J"ick~ts
~p p\)tthased'fu aqyan.ee 0( at the n
door, ' . n, . .
·~·
.. . . ' .· .
. . ·.
·Mar. JO; ~ Speaker'~. Ppre1iu ,,
Oth~r,IJpto~ingEvert~

J

dressll!g ·~oth'~ides ofPresi<Jxpt (;lin19~ S·P}()P
gays in .pie rttµitaty. ,
"··· ,
· ····

President -Acts as spokesperson on many levels, including to the
ABA, the University, the faculty,
and the Dean. Presides over weekly
council meetings. Chairs SBA
meetings, the executive committee,
and other activities or problems
which need student input. Must
communicate often with the Dean
and Administration to dispel rumors and facilitate matters affecting SBA.
Plans, organizes, and ultimately oversees SBA-sponsored
events: First YearOrientation, SBA
retreat, Fall Picnic, Halloween
Party, Law Revue Talent Show,
and the St. Patrick's Day Party.
Appoints individuals to the
Speaker's Bureau, the Graduation
Committee, the Calendar Committee, Historian, and Organization
Liaison.
Sits on University committees:
the Dean's Student Advisory Committee, faculty meetings, the Law
Alumni Board of Directors, and the
Student Affairs Committee for the
Board of Trustees.
Attends and participates in four
ABA/Law Student Division re.gional and national conferences,
with travel funded by SBA for both
the ABA rep and President. Issues
voted on at these conferences affect

law students across the country.
The position offers the potential to affect changes and to meet
and work with motivated people
within both theschoolandtheABA.
The position offers many surprises,
but never a dull moment.
Day Vice President- Perfonns
all duties of the President in his or
her absence. This means that the
Day VP must keep up with whatever the President is doing.
Schedules executive board
meetings and writes the agenda for
the SBA meetings. This can become challenging when faced with
manyagendaitemsinweeklymeetings.
Evening Vice President- Held
by an evening student elected by
majority vote of all evening students. Performs all duties of the
Day VP in that person's absence.
Fully represents the unique
concerns of the evening students,
who, because they work full time
and attend classes four nights a
week, do not have time to invest in
many student activities that occur
during the day. Insures that opportunities exist for evening students
to participate' in law school events
whenever possible.
Treasurer - Manages student
funds. Coordinates fall and spring
budget hearings and allocates funds
to the SBA organizations. Maintains the SB A financial records and
reports on the finances and funds
allocated to the organizations that
have yet to be spent. Balances the
books, issues checks, and files necessary tax forms.
Secretary - Takes minutes at
each SBAmeeting. Plays an active
role on the budget committee, takes
attendance at SBA meetings, and
prepares phone rosters. Committee
membership: Orientation, Elections, Graduation, and Social Issues. Usually appointed chair of

the Calendar Committee, responsible for the dissemination of information to students and mail distribution.

..

Class Representatjves - Vital
links between the SBA and the Law
School student body. Circulate
among classmates to provide conduits for bringing important issues
before SBA. Disseminate infonnation from SBA to students about
upcoming events, activities, and
issues, sometimes by making class
announcements.
Committee involvement is encouraged. Attend Fall SBA Retreat. Although class reps. do not
receive a monetary scholarship, the
experience often leads to holding
other SBA offices.
Three class reps., elected from
each of the current first and second
yearclasses, willservenextyear. In
addition, one representative is
elected from each of the current
first, second, and third year evening
classes to serve next year.
American Bar Assn Law Student Representative - Liaison between the ABA Law Student Division and the SBA. Represents USD
on the national and state level at
ABA conventions and meetings . .
Createdduringthe 1990-91 school ·
year, this position offers room for
creative input and expansion by
someone interested in joining both
the SBA and the ABA. Promotes
the ABA/Law Student Division
within the Law School.
Honor Cour t Justices and
Counsel - Three elected student
justices (or two alternates) hear all
complaints based upon a violation
of the Honor Code. The Preliminary Examiner investigates to determine if further action is warranted. Honor Court Counsel acts
as prosecutor and gathers evidence
of Honor Code br~ches.

•. lnfonn~tion .•.

0ve£

··

ABA Work-A-Day Planned
By Danny Rodriguez
ABA Rcpicscntati""

L

aw students and undergrads all around southern
California and in Hawaii
will reach out to lend a hand in their
communities on Apr. 3. TheNinth
Circuit of the ABA' s Law Student
Division is spo~soring the ABA
Work-a-Day program, which involves a one day volunteer blitz by
members of the law school and
undergraduate communities.
The Work-a-Day takes place
simUltaneously at seven different
schools around southern California
and Hawaii. Volunteers from each

school will go out into the community for a few hours to help those a
bit less fortunate. The program
may help dispel the image of lawyers (and law students) as fee-hungry vultures who do anything for
money. This is an opportunity to
give to the community and to help
out the profession at the same time.
Work-a-Day will work with
local volunteer groups. The San
Diego Youth Guild works to dis. courage inner city kids from turning to gangs or drugs. Because
some of these kids have never been
outside the city limits, the Guild
conducts a day trip to Julian. For a
lot of these kids, it's the first time
they see the woods or an apple
orchard.
Friends of Trees is a conserva-

tion group whose projects include
tree plantings and the preservation
of certain historical sites. The
United Way and St. Vincent De
Paul serve the poor in the·community; volunteering with -them involves feeding the homeless and
helping at fund-raisers.
Volunteers are needed to contribute between three and seven
morning or afternoon hours on Apr.
3. Areception will follow at school
with food, drinks, and beer for all
who gave a little of themselves.
Each participant will receive a Tshirt listing all the cities that host a
Work-a-Day project.
Give a little! You always get a
lot more in return!
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Seldon Society Provides Rich
Source of English Jurisprudence
USD To Add Year Books to Collection
the American Law Review, edited
byOliverWendellHolmes,Jr.,from
1870 to 1873, which in Frederick
By Franklin A. Weston
Pollock'sopinionhadbeenfarabove
anything of the kind in England.
Frederic Maitland, another
English legal scholar and one of the
n 1887, the year of Queen
founders and the first editor of the
Victoria's first jubilee,
Frederick Pollock, the great Selden Society, decided on a scheme
English legal scholar, wrote to an for publishing a proper edition of
acquaintance: "I have been hear- the Year Books. The Year Books
ing Her Majesty's Solicitor-Gen- are those curious, unofficial reports
eral express (in private) the most of litigation from the reign of Edsweeping contempt for antiquity. · ward I to that of Henry VIII that
He does not see why any book or were written either in Norman
document more than forty years old French or Latin and designed apshould exist."
Itwasinthatvery parently to teach law beginners the
year of 1887 that, with American tricks of the trade and the possible
help, the Selden Society was pitfalls of procedural skirmishing.
founded. Its declared mission was The black letter editions were in"to encourage the study and ad- corrigibly bad, the text corrupt and
vance the knowledge of the history full of blunders. To find a page
of English law;" among other upside down was a cause not of
things, it proposed to print old criticism but of thankfulness that
manuscripts and publish new edi- the error was nothing worse.
tions of works having an important Maitland wanted the Year Books to
bearingonthatstudy. TheSociety's be more readable, intelligible, and
prospectus outlined the vast stores enjoyable, asserting their unique
of precious material available as position in the history of jurispruillustrations of the growth and prin- dence, in the history of civilization,
ciples of the medieval common law in the history of humankind. In
that lay buried, .unindexed and 1897, he persuaded the Selden Souncalendared, in the Public Record ciety to commit itself to publishing
Officeandelsewhere. Theproblem a volume of the Year Books every
for the Society was "not so much other year, though he knew it was a
what to include as where to begin." long-term program. He wanted a
In the 1880s and thereafter, dozen "men" trained or in training
American authors (often legal prac- - trained if need be at Paris under
titioners or judges with little lei- masters of the old French language,
sure) poured out articles on the trained if need be at Harvard under
history of this or that aspect of law. masters of the old English law. The
There had been historical work as Society has in fact averaged a little
well as comment and criticism in more than one volume per year;

I

1991 saw the publication of the
107th volume in the series.
Some titles that have appeared
so far include: vols: 106 and 107,
EnglishLawsuitsfrom William! to
Richard I (1066-!199); voL 87,
Early Registers of Writs; voL 1,
Select Pleas of the Crown (A.D.
1200-1225); and voL 80, Novae
Narrationes, texts of manuscripts
from the British Museum and
Lambeth Palace collections from
the Anglo-Norman.
Maitland certainly provided the
inspiration for founding the Selden
Society as well as the driving force
for the publication of the Year Books
and other early documents. These
volumes provide legal scholars and
historians a wealth of information
hardly available before the Society
took it upon itself to save these
important materials from oblivion.
The Legal Research Center is
in the process ofapplying for membership in the Society and has purchased the complete setofthe Selden
Society Publications. The LRC will
continue to subscribe to all future
volumes as they are published. They
provide an abundance of early research data for authors of articles
and books in Anglo-American law.

The author is Senior Reference Librarian at the USD Legal Research
Center. Jnformationforthisarticle
was taken from Sir-Ceci.l Carr, The
Mission of the Selden Society,
Selden Society Lecture, Washington, D.C., Aug. 30, 1960.

Moot Court News
and Views
By Peggy McCabill

N

ervous first year law students interested in participating in Moot Court
next year can attend a workshop
sponsored by the Moot Court
Board and tentatively scheduled
for Mar. 23.
Leslie Hanson, the chair of
the Moot Court Board, said the
workshop, the first of its kind, is
designed to "alleviate first year
jitters." Included will be a demonstration by the national team, a
general discussion on advocacy,
and some tips on how to prepare,
she said.
The Moot Court Board sponsors several competitive events
this month, including the Lou
Kerig Criminal Law Competition. Hanson said USD law student Lenny Fink wrote the problem for this intra-school competition.
Fink stated the main issue in
the problem is whether the heat
of passion defense can be used
when a third party, not the victim, provokes an assailant into
killing.
"The issues are not real hard,
but there's a lot of stuff involved
with it," Fink said. To use the
heat of passion defense, the defendant must be provoked. In the
past the victim has been the provoker, but that is not the case
here. Fink's problem presents a
new issue for California courts,

he said. "It's areal tough one,"
Fink said. "I think it's interesting."
The competition will be held
Mar.10-12. Studentsareinvited
to attend the final round, scheduled for 6pm in Grace Courtroom.
Later this month, USD hosts
the Roger J. Traynor California
Moot CourtCompetition, a statewide Constitutional law event.
Hanson said the competition is
very prestigious. "This is our
biggie."
Steve Weisenberg, Traynor
coordinator, said itis one of the
biggest of its kind. Twenty-four
California law schools, both ABA
and non-ABA approved, will
compete. "The first day they will
take up every single classroom,"
Weisenberg said.
Among the judges for the
competition will be USD alumna
Judith Keep, now the presiding
district courtjudge for the federal
court. Former Associate Justice
of the California Supreme Court
Cruz Reynoso and current Associate Justice Armand Arabian will
also act as judges.
The Traynor Competition
willbeheldMar.19and20. The
finals are open to everyone and
are scheduled for March 20 at
3pm in Grace Courtroom,
Weisenberg said.
The team ofCatherine Cottis
and Geoffrey Morrison will compete for USD. Cottis and
Morrison won the St. Thomas
More Moot Court Competition
last month.

.Proposals Being Considered To
Improve Law Student Parking
By Laleaque Grad

T

he newly created university-wide parkingcommittee is considering proposals to remedy the increased shortage of law student parking. The
committee held its first meeting
F eb. 26. Proposals include opening
faculty parking places in the Law
School lot to students during
evening hours, running a second
campus shuttle , and running a
shuttle to the Dog Patch area just
south of campus.
The Student Bar Association
passed a parking resolution last
December which contained four
proposals, including some under
committee consideration: (1) Two
shuttles should run throughout the
day and evening. (2) Open some
faculty spaces to student cars after
5pm. (3) Open faculty parking
spaces to student cars on weekends.
(4) The USD administration should
sponsor a service to escort students
to and from their cars at night.

Although the Chief of the Public Safety Department, Don Johnson, responded favorably to the SBA
proposal, none of the proposals has
been initiated, except for the escort
service which campus police already provided. Students can request an escort to their cars by using
a red campus phone or dialing 2604600 on a normal phone line.
Brad Fields , SBA Day Vice
President and representative to the
university-wide parking committee, said that changes in the parking
situation depend more on the university-wide plans.
Student Access to Faculty Spaces
Although the proposal to allow
students to park in law school lot
faculty spaces is still pending, Brad
Fields expressed optimism about
its eventual passing . The proposal
would open faculty spaces in the
law school lot to students evenings
and weekends and allow the faculty
to park in the University Center lot.
The Parking Office conducted
a survey of the number of law faculty on campus during the evening.
This confirmed that the University
Center lot could sufficiently ac-

commodate the evening faculty.
The Law School faculty has
not yet voted on the issue ofopening
its spaces to students. However, the
faculty vote is no longer being
viewed as the critical link in initiating the parking proposal. "We are
looking for faculty support and
hopefully that will encourage the
plan to go forward," said Fields.
According to Carrie Wilson,
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs,
the Law School has no control over
the parking lot. If the university
accepts the proposal to open the lot
to students, all commuter students
will be able to park there.
Law students can take advantage of the recently approved proposal to open faculty spaces to students in the Copley Library West
Lot and the faculty spaces in the
Phase B Valley lot near the steps
leading to the University Center
between 6:30pm and 7am Monday
through Friday and all day on weekends.
According to Michelle Abrams,
lL SBA rep, an informal survey
reflected that parking was the top
concern of first year evening students. "Parking is an amazing

problem for people coming straight
from work. They do not have an
option of getting to school earlier to
find a parking place."
Second Campus Shuttle
T he campus-wide parking
committee is also currently considering a proposal to run a second
campus shuttle during the day and
evening. The university employed
a second shuttle last year, but it
ceased operations due to lack of
funding .
The cost of running the second
shuttle,$37,000ayear,is normally
funded by the Associated Students
and the parking budget The SBA
has not been asked to contribute to
the cost of operation.
According to S.Eugene Trebes,
Parking Services Manager, the operation of the shuttle depends on
whether Parking Services receives
funding from AS. Trebes said the
second shuttle could be in operation about one week afterreceiving
funding .

One suggestion to raise money
for the additional shuttle is to raise
parking fees by a nominal amount,
in the range of 50 cents a month.
This nominal increase still keeps
USD's parking fees far below that
of other local universities. A semester of parking costs San Diego
State students $75, and UCSD students pay $84 per quarter. USD is
only $25 for the entire year.
Third Shuttle to Dog Patch
A third shuttle serving the Dog
Patch area directly south of the
university is also being considered
by the parking committee. Trebes
statedthatspecificsoftheDogPatch
shuttle have not yet been decided
and that this proposal could also
present funding problems.
Due to cuts in federal funding
to the university, all departments,
including Parking Services, have
been asked to cut their budgets for
next fall, according to Trebes.
"What we have now will be less in .
September."

----~--------~---~- - --~---
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SBA Holds Second
Martin Luther King
Jr. Essay Competition
By Jennifer Newton

I

n the spirit of Black ms~~
month, the SBA in~it~ Y.l• x
ementary school9!Ul<J:!enJn ./
San Diego to subJl1it ~s~ys ~~.;

the topic,/'What Dr. ~n · ·
LutherKingJr. means .to me.''.
TheseeondanyuaIManin~~.tb.~f.t
King Jr. essay contest spori~e4
by the SBA >included . tb~d.
fourth, ~th, an? sixth graj~s >
from elementary schools in .s an. ·Diego. .Around lOOes~ys y{er~ +
submittedforconsideration. The
. . . . awards committee:' headed by
USD law students .Claudia ,.
Gacitua and Jennifer Newton, · ·
organized the difficult task of
'selecting one winner from each
grade from among the many entries.
On Feb. 24, SBA President
Robert Chong accompanied Ms.
GacituaandMs.Newton to classrooms and assemblies at Martin .
Luther King Jr. Elementary and . .
Carver Elementary schools to / .
· awardthewinners. Each.student
who submitted an essay received{
acertificateofachievement The
runners-up(twofromeachgrade)
also rece~ved USD T-shirts. In
addition to these prizes, the five
first place winners (one' from
each grade) each was awarded a
$100 U.S. savings bond to help
with education expenses. The
cooperation of the teachers and .
. . students made this y~~s contestt
aresounding)uccess.
···
SBA would like to thank
Claudia Gacitua and Jennifer .• •·

Newt6nforoigfuiizing andju~g~

··· mgthees~ycontestandQiii$t.een._
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photographs of the awards
ceremony are presented
throughout this centerfold.

W

he~ I was asked ~o write
a piece on growmg up
Latina, I didn't know
whattosay. I donothaveanythingto
compare it to because I know of no
other way. Further, there is not only
one perspective. My perspective is
that of a first generation female whose
family is from Chile. Latinos are a
large and diverse group coming from
many different countries and customs, so what could I possibly say that
would cover all of us.
Additionally, there was the privacy issue. I really do not feel comfortable discussing my experiences
with strangers. My personal battles
and personal victories are my own. I
do not feel compelled to lay my life on
the dissecting table. However, I will
· provide a couple of examples to illus: trate this first generation Latina's
experiences.
One common characteristic
among Latinos is speaking Spanish.
English may not be our first language
and many of us still speak Spanish at

~ .~ ·~ ~

Marisol Hcmandcz: Sixth Grado, Martin Lulbcr King Elcincnwy School
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home. I did not start speaking English at home until a later age. The
language difference affects academics. While many students were able to
have their parents correct their homework, my parents could not. They
could not help me in any way academically. Many of us did not have
the luxury of someone to guide us
through our schoolwork. I still maintain concerns about my vocabulary.
An extensive vocabulary is something that many take for granted.
However,lwasusuallytheonedefining words for my parents - talk about
role reversal. Much of my knowledge
ofEnglish is attributable to my grandmother to whom I gave English lessons. This forced me to learn English
grammar at an early age. Even to this
day, she'll call me and ask me to
translate. And, I still have to write
words down I do not understand so
that I may look them up later.
People learn based upon their
exposure and experiences. For example.colloquialisms. Ineverlearned
Englishcolloquialismsgrowingup. I
was a teenager the first time I heard
someone say "Look who's talking the pot's calling the kettle black." I
askedsomeonewhatitmeantbecause
1 did not understand the expression.

By Claudia Gacitua

The first response was laughter, but
after I explained that I had never
heard the phrase before, I received an
explanation. A more recent example
dealswiththewayacrowflies. I was
talking to a friend who said that giving directions to their home was like
explaining the way the crow flies. I
had no idea what a crow had to do
with geographic location. My friend
patiently explained.
'
I still make statements that make
for curious reactions. I "get down" at
the market, but this does not mean I
dance in the aisle ways, but rather it
is a literal translation from a Spanish
expression which means to get out of
the car and go inside the market. I
forget that many of my peers are not
bilingual and may not understand
what I mean.
My understanding of two languages, however, has not been a disadvantage. While I may have had to
spend extra time with a dictionary or
ask seemingly odd questions, I consider it part of life.

that somebody who did not know
me wanted to set my goals without
any concern for my abilities. Unfortunately, those types of attitudes
still persist. Many times, people in
the majority do not believe we have
the ability to excel. When we succeed they think we're "different
from the other ones." I am not
"different;" I was just luckier because some people listened and
looked out for my interests. And to
those individuals, thank you.

·The biggest barriers were not
created by my family, but rather by
others who did not believe I had any
aspirations or abiliti~s. While this
made me stronger, I will never forget
the high school counselor who told
me, "Honey, why do you want to take
those hard courses you'll never need
them. Whydon'tyou
take easy classes like
home economics and
sewing." Who was
this man? I wanted
to take biology and
honors English, but
he advised me to take
Spanish because it
wouldbeeasyforme.
He did not even
know me - how dare
he tell me what I do
or do not need. I
learned that my education was something I had to deJUST SAY YES: Local elemelllary schoolreceive prizes/or competing i~
mand. I was enraged _
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Birth Certificates
By Jack V. Bournazian

T

hree week~nds ago, a friend
and I went hiking up Mount
Otay. The air was brisk and
the sky was clear. From 2,000 feet we
looked down and saw Tijuana-San
Diego, a single valley, one metropolis. The border fence was merely a
' faded blemish on the land. It made
me think how the border is not as
definite a divide as'some would like to
believe.
My neighbor Salvador, age 72,
was born and raised in Tijuana. Or at
least that's what he \10ught. His
father, born in Northern California
and of Mexican ancestry, moved to
Tijuana as a young adult Salvador's
grandmother.however, wasanAngloAmerican, and although she lived
with her son's family in Tijuana until
her death, she never learned to speak
r Spanish.
As a young man Salvador had a
1 localcrossingcardtoenterthe United
States. One day the customs agent
took the card away. The agent explained: "You don't need a crossing
card, you're an American citizen."
Salvador did not know what the man
was talking about "I know your
parents," he explained. "I was their
neighbor when they lived in San Diego. Itook your mother to the hospital when she gave birth to you." Sal-

vadorwas in shock. "Come back with
your father so we can fill out the
papers to recognize your U.S. citizenship." ButSalvador's fatherrefused
go. Bitter from his experiences living
in the U.S., he wanted nothing to do,
not did he want his family to have
anything to do, with the United States.
Many years later Salvador did
move to the United States, but only
because his son, Alfredo, wished to
attend school here. Alfredo went
north, following his grandfather's
footsteps in the opposite direction,
and after four years graduated from
UC Berkeley as an architect. Salvador immigrated to the United States
as a permanent resident, but he never
recognized his U.S. citizenship.
Birth Certificate: Salvador, Born
January 27, 1921, San Diego, CA.
Tomas, age 65, lived his entire
life in Tijuana A few years ago, he
decided to immigrate to the United
States. To do so he needed an official
copy of his birth certificate. However, no record of his birth could be
found in Tijuana, Mexicali, or
Ensenada. A relative suggested he
check with his aunt in Los Angeles.
BirthCertificate: Tomas,Born1928, ·
Los Angeles, CA.
If you have ever been to . Old
Town, you may havenoticedthebuilding opposite Casa de Bandini Restaurant: CasadeEstudillo. TheEstudillo
family came to San Diego in the
1700s, before Mexican Independence
at a time when California was still
Spanish Territory. As one of the first

Asians, Too

A

s an immigrant, I grew up
learning anew language and
By Robert Chong
adjusting to a new way of
life. Although the United States was
_ supposed to be the Great Melting Po~,
I grew up seeing only Chinese and Latino children. As a Chinese-American
I grew up with the stigma that Asians are better in the Math and Sciences I even started my college career as an Engineering major. Chinese children
were taught to be obedient and respectful of others. To be argumentative was
,considered disrespectful; to be loud was considered rude. Only in recent years
has the study and practice oflaw gained acceptance among the Asian cultures.
My relationship with the University began in the summer of 1990. On
the first day of class I noticed two African Americans, a Latina and I was the
only Asian. Perhaps it was a higher quality of students, or perhaps the
struggles united us in one common cause, but I never felt like a minority. The
-students treated me with respect and acceptance, and I likewise respected and
accepted my classmates. Some of my closest friends now are Jewish, Black,
Asian, and South American.
Overall, the law school has made strides in promoting diversity. The
i;chool has recently hired its first Asian-American woman professor to
complement the African American and Latino professors already on our
, campus. This year, our Student Bar Association was headed by an AsianAmerican, and many minority students are stepping forward as leaders on law
Review board and Moot Court board. All this set
a good example and serve precedent for future law
students. In addition, prominent minorities serve
as role models for minority children.
How far along are we in reaching levels
of acceptance? The following is a recent situation:
It came up in conversation one day among three
students - one Chinese, the other two Caucasian.
One of the students openly expressed his desire for
the Dean to do away with her minority scholarships
because the students receiving them are rich enough
and do not need the money. Immediately, the other
studentpointedout theneedfor thesescholarships.
"It is important to have diverse points of views.
And it is irrelevant whether these minorities can
afford to pay tuition. With these minority students
the school can better attract more minority applicants, and there will be some which cannot afford
to attend this school. But without the Dean's
scholarships we are limiting ourselves to the types
of students attending this law school. A minority

four families to settle San Diego, the
Estudillo family owned large land
holdings, among them Rancho de la
Nacion (tooay's National City) and
Otay Ranch. After the MexicanAmerican War they moved south and
established Tijuana.
Today Monique Estudillo is an
MCL student at USO. She is a practicing attorney in Mexico and has
worked extensively in the
maquiladoraindustry. She currently ESSAY CONTEST: Claudia Gacitua, one oftwo MartinLuther King ,Jr., contestjudges,
lives with her husband in Rancho San and Robert Chong, SBA President, award $100 savings bonds to first place winners.
Diego but will soon be moving back
to Tijuana to be nearer family.
local border is the busiest: counting ing this, we have a new understandBirth Cert,ificate: Monique, Born crossings in both directions, th.ere are ing of the word native. So, the next
Sept, 196_, Mexicali, Baja Califor- more documented and undocumented time you see a Mexican, don't autonia, Mexico.
border c~ossings here than anywhere matically think she's a foreigner; her
From 2,000 feet, the border fence else in the world. Thus, the historic family may have been here centuries
seems more like an attempt to divide ties,thefamilyties,andtheeconomic before any ofus.
rather than an accomplished divi- ties continue, to link a California
sion. As international borders go, our dividedonlyrecentlyin 1850. Know-
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town insteAd of in a large layv scqool.. 1n ·-One of f!ie
world's most diverse cities. 'X:ngo$~via is being tlSm
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American families, no Asi~s.noLatinos and only
All this leaves ~e wondering it our world can ever
heterqsexuals. I went to a sheltered priV'ate school. survive. Can we ever all get along? Yes! We can all
After Martin Luther King D~y w~ declared a national get along. Ypu ~·t give me al1Y excuses. Don't tell
holidaywestillweµttoschool.Af~wparentskepttheir me you were raised, that waf'. You're lalking lo
children home in honor ofDr. l(ing, but very few. 'The someone whp was raised that way. But the difference
next year, to pacify those who loudly voiced their is, this ~?meone believes those people I gtew up ~
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student can provide a divergent point of view. Take, for
instance, a black kid whose parents have money, but they
live in a predominately black neighborhood. Just because
he drives a nice car and wears nice clothes, the cops will
think he is a drug dealer because of the neighborhood. In
Crim Law we can learn about probable cause, but thatkid

has lived probable cause." To which the first student
replied, "You know, I never saw it that way. I'll have to
think about that.one." The student providing the insight
was my Caucasian friend; I couldn' t have said it better
myself.
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Hollywood: As Papa Grappa Hemingway might have written, "Strangers smiled at each other. The smiles
revealed the tantalizing thoughts hidden beneath their faces. The warm waves of air at the seaside bars of San
Sebastian always created the intoxicating Spanish feeling of fiesta. The local blood red drink, Sangria, poured
freely like the blood of a freshly speared bull."
I recommend ordering a pitcher of Sangria ($13.00) to use as the necessary prop to improve your bar ·
performance. Refill the glasses of any hot Spaniard you 're attracted to - it works much better than any opening
line I've ever used and will usually engender a
feeling of gratitude and admiration which can be
exploited later on in the evening. Sangria is
basically a cheap, sweet, red wine with fruit in it,
like a Spanish wine cooler. Nevertheless, not to
drink Sangria relegates one to the status of those
aimlessly wandering the Gaslamp, or worse, those
stumbling out of the Orient down the street, a bar
true to its name and reminiscent of the Gaslamp' s
early days - military types served by overly solicitous Asian women with their hand bags lined up
behind the bar.
Spectacular to behold, the architecture of this
new Ole Madrid inspires and captivates its patrons.
The top floor offers diners a quiet, romantic setting
while providing panoramic viewing of the den of
passion below. The main floor features a standand-schmooze side as well as a dim, subdued area
with booths to watch the movies projected onto the
wall. Downstairs features a dark and cavernous
dance floor where those more fluent in body language can mingle and gyrate to the sounds of GREYBOY,
formerly of Smile.
I must conf~ss: Ole Madrid is my favorite bar in the city and I've reviewed it before; nevertheless, this new
location is worth a visit (it moved during the summer after the fire department shut it down for overcrowding).
Even my "timeless style" (read "only Polo or J.Crew - nothing but boring khaki pants or more boring oxford
shirts") roommate DJ allowed himself to enjoy Ole Madrid. Go on Thursdays, you'll see me or the school's
hipster couple, Evelyn & Sandro. Arrive before IOpm to avoid the $5 cover on weekends.
·
Madame X: Ole Madrid is an example of what creativity can do to an old porn shop and peep enterprise. The
former low, oppressive ceilings have been raised to lofty cathedral heights. Only the ravaged wooden floorboards
betray the desperate footsteps of the former clientele. Deformed Studio's anguished scrap metal outlines the
parameters of the voyeuristic balcony. "Hollywood, try to be subtle for a change!"
Hip Hop, Acid Rock accenting the air lures a pleasure seeking European crowd. Owner Luis' mood dictates
the theme of the evening. An authentic-looking "Sun Also Rises" bar replenishes the dancers in the basement.
Go for the truly unique ambiance, skip the food. As one young woman exclaimed, "This place ·is so
theatrical!" We looked at the long red velvet curtains separating the two rooms and back at her. "Now I have
some place to bring my friends from San Francisco." We utterly agreed. Even Orange County and L.A. residents
drive all the way down here for this experience.
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he Living Room is a haven even for those with a particular
attachment to their casebooks. First year law students will
find solace here when they need a change of scenery from the
library dust (and ants).
The quasi-Bavarian beer garden tables on the outside hint of the
owner's origins. The newly expanded interior has almost the
atmosphere of a jazz bar with
Billy Holiday and Louis
Armstrong softly playing over
the speakers. Movie faces of
the twenties and thirties German cinema hang above the
antique furniture and sturdy
wooden tables. You will discoverissue~~fSte_rn andSpiegel
in between the thick stacks of
Architectural Digest.
The French students
lounge on a big red sofa by the
front door previewing approaching clientele before
they've even made it inside.
Even so, this place has one of the most comfortable atmospheres to
lay back, drink well-blended coffees and study for as long or short as
you wish. Just resist the inevitable temptation to snub the San Diego
State locals who will probably be your future clients.
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inyl, tom jeans and hair spray - bang your head in Pacific
( / :Beach's newest metal mania club. I thought I was walking
past the Coconut Teazer on the Sunset Strip: loud music,
skinny, scantily clad women and big-haired, equally skinny dudes
wearing tight leather pants and make up. I
couldn't believe my eyes that outside the club
wouldbeBonJovi'sking-for-a-nightbandmembers holding court with their groupie fans. I
could feel the adrenaline and heartfelt desire of
the I-wanna-be-famous rock stars and their
starlets.
The bands were uniformly bad, but there
is something to be said for a local music showcase. Nevertheless, the outdoor "Courtyard
Bar" is still the best in P .B. for alfresco imbibing
and now offers a more scandalous scene than
ever before. Sibi would love it. I would highly
recommend this place as a change from the staid
law school environment, just never tell anyone
your real name and never give out your phone
number.

Hollywood: MTV House of Style, eat your heart out. Cindy Crawford would wish she could interview these
types: women here sport see- through tops tied above the navel, figure-conscious dresses which plunge down
to dare, and the ubiquitous bodysuits, French cut to reveal the suppleness of waists above low-slung jeans. Cafe
Lulu is also noteworthy for its pretentiousness. Do not come here to read a good book (the lighting is far too
dim), but rather to watch the patrons critically look each other up and down upon arrival. However, I enjoyed
the pleasure of dismissively rolling my eyes at these "hipper than thou" types.
I cannot wholeheartedly recommend Cafe Lulu because it fails to offer a bar, a
foundation from which to conjure wittisms and one-liners to get a woman's smile.
Nevertheless, the candlelit tables make up for this shortcoming as a place for coffee after
895 rtJ«RTlllf{IE., (/11.fflftf!P
successfully scamming at one of the Gaslamp's other watering holes.
hey were going to a play in the
gressive meal at a number of establishments.
Follow the advice ofMadameX and come here for the midday getaway noontime glass
Their next stop was Cafe Bravo, where they
Gaslamp,amusicalversion
ofFaust,
of Cabernet. However, view the wine list carefully, for it betrays the clientele's taste by
intended to just have dessert. He
yuck.
She
even
made
featuring three types of White Zin.
had the tiramisu washed down
r _1,'<>- 1U/tttJ/Ce
/J1 •
him don his blue blazer. If not for {:.()JV</~~
with a Remy Martin from the fine
the
free
tickets,
he
wouldn't
have
Madame X: They sell good German beer here. The evenings and afternoons distinguish
cognac
collection, while she had
gone.
He
would
have
put
his
foot
themselves from each other dramatically. Cafe Lulu is lonely now that Ole Madrid has
flan
and
champagne.
"no
dice,
babe"
down
like
a
man,
and
said
had to move down the street. The afternoon crowd consists of Cal Western Bookmart
Both were terrific. They ate at the bar
(well maybe).
employees and Neo-Bohemians. You're well advised to head to the La Jolla cafes for a
with
a view ofFilipe hardat work over the gas
To
his
relief,
the
play
was
postponed
place in the sun.
(until April, at the Gaslamp Quarter Theatre, range. CafeBravoisownedbythesamefolks
The decor is reminiscent of 1950s conceptions of advanced technology (read "The
234-9583). Dodging the cultural bullet made as Cafe Sevilla, but the cuisine is Portugese.
Jetsons'') design. You might expect Astro to come bounding out of the backroom. It is
him thirsty. He needed a beer, and needed Just watching Filipe prepare paella, saffroned
worth stopping by here after a late evening at Ole Madrid and before heading home. The
one fast. Lucky for her, he saw the light and rice with seafood and chicken ($9 .25), made
dark evenings cast a softness over the sharp-edged decor and fill in the void of the
they headed across the street to Cafe Sevilla him so hungry that he followed dessert with
afternoon. The evening crowd is amusing to watch, all Hermes jackets and Chanel shoes.
. (555-4th Ave.) fortapas and the best Sangria an order of steamed clams and mussels and a
The independently wealthy occasionally look down their noses at those of us who have to
this side of Espanola (Hollywood agrees, and Becks.
work or study law for a living. It should not deter you from enjoying yourself here.
The food looked and smelled great. The
it's only $3.00). He even had a glass.
The people who work here are nice. The service is good and comes with a smile,
One of the best things about the Gas lamp menu prices were low enough that even he
feigned maybe, but seemingly sincere. You'll enjoy the big, fluffy croissants, the
is there are so many great places within easy wants' to go back, but next time the blazer
decorative and tasty lattes, and the piece of chocolate that comes along with your
strolling distance that it's easy to eat a pro- stays at home.
cappuccino.
The meager separation between you and the homeless on the sidewalk .
will slap you back into reality as you psychologically prepare yourself for another week
at the ivory tower on the top of the hill.
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0 "While the

Open Letter to the Dean

distribution
of the flyer

By Margaret Burks, Bridget
Wilson, and Pamela Young

in question

D

is certainly ·
protected
'speech,'
that doesn't
mean that
it should go
without
response. "

DeanStrachan

ear Dean Strachan:
Thank you for your letter to the law school students, faculty and staffregarding continuing incidents of homophobia in
and around the Law School. The
offensive leaflet distributed last week
is not our only concern. Since we
were registered as a student organization at the Law School, three years
ago, the Gay and Lesbian Law Student Association has been the target
of persistent vandalism.
There has been recent discussion
of whether tearing down or defacing
literature placed by student organizations is protected speech or a violation of the discipline code. We do not

consider the tearing downofGALLSA
materials, or its defacement, to be
speech. We do not believe that defacing a poster placed by BALSA is free
speech.
Although there has been some
attempttoframetheseactionsassimply sophomoric pranks, we think there
are larger issues.
1) The Law School is a limited
forum. Not all "speech", even activities that we would all agree are speech
or symbolic speech, are allowed in
the Law School. For example, handbills must be placed in specified locations and, unless approved by the
Dean of Students, must be placed by
a registered student organization.
When GALLSA was registered
as a student organization, we were
informed that there would limits on
the types ofcommunications we could
make to the University. Many of our
fellow students do not know that stu-

Not 'Just'a Joke'
less" jokes, distribute flyers, and make
statements that are deliberateI y cruel.
By Judy Carbone
Oftentimes such violence starts with
Motions Staff writer
assault and ends in murder. I know.
A close friend of mine was killed
because he was perceived as being
ave you seen this? A colgay and ran into someone who beleague of mine handed me a lieved that he was given license by
copyofaflierin the Writs. I society to kill gays. Society tells the
glanced down and read the first line: world that gays don't matter and that
"Falling fairies from the sky.... "
it is okay to offend, to hurt, apd to kill
I felt sick. I thought that it would them. It is accomplished in the name
eventually come to this. Blatant, of the law by discriminating against
anonymous gay-bashing at the Law gays in the military, keeping sodomy
School. Whilenotimmediatelyphysi- laws on the books, and other similar
cally violent, it was certainly men- legal doctrines. I will not be a part of
tally and psychologically violent, and it. This institution and the individunot just to our gay and lesbian col- als who are members of it should not
leagues. Incidents such as this affect be a part of it.
While the Administration should
all of us. Incidents such as this create
a divid~d environment. One group play a supportive and vocal role in the
becomes the oppressor while another elimination of outspoken bigotry and
group is oppressed. One need no~ be hatred, all of the responsibility is not
a member of the latter to be affected. theirs. It is the responsibility ofevery
One only needs to care.
member of the Law School commuFor those of you whoareaboutto nity, students, staffpersons, or memdismiss this column and thought that bers of the faculty, to create a less
the flier was "justajoke,"Iencourage hostile environment: one that is conyou to think again about the incident. ducive to learning and growing rather
It was not meant to be funny; it was than one of f ear and intimidation.
intentionally calculated to hurt and
At a minimum, aside from a
intimidate gay men and lesbians. knowledgeofthelaw,graduatesfrom
Think about the incident as if it at- the UniversityofSanDiegoSchoolof
tacked you, your race, your religion, Law should enter the legal commuyour family, or your friends. It prob- nity and reenter society with some
ably did. Whether you know it ornot, basic tolerance, understanding, and
weall know someone whoisgay. We compassion for humanity. Please
mightevenlikesomegaypeople with- remember that after all of the jokes
out knowing they are gay. She might are over, there are real people who are
be the person in your class who sat left to live with the effects of the
behind you while you told that "funny" joking for the rest of their Iives.
faggot joke, or he might even be the · I glanced back at the flyer, and while
personwho youtold thejoke to. Sexu- anger and rage controlled my emoality is not something that people of tions, I considered other incidents
anypersuasion usually advertise. It is that have occurred here at the Univernot similar to race; often people who sity in the past few weeks: the contell racist jokes are able to recognize tinuous tearing down of GALLSA
persons of another race and spare materials and removal of things from
them the joke.
their mailbox, the defacing of the
Anti-gay jokes and flyers, sexist Malikah Shabazz advertisement in
and racist comments foster hatred the Writs (a few people did a walk
and reinforce stereotypes. In a direct around campus to note that the only
way they give people license to hate poster on campus that was defaced
each other, degrade each other, and was the one located in the Law
in some cases give people license to School); the subsequent homophobic
kill. Violence such as gay-bashing is comments made by Ms. Shabazz durencouraged by those who tell "harm- ing her visit to campus that went
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unaddressed by the University Administration and were actually applauded by those who attended the
lecture (among other similar remarks she stated that "homosexuality is unnatural and detrimental
to society"); the list goes on and on.
Three years ago one incident
took place here in the Law School
that particularly stands out to me
now in light of more recent happenings. During a class discussion, several male students remarked that women deserve to be
raped in some circumstances, and
that men have "urges" that they
sometimes can' t control. I n my
opinion, the comments were not
adequately responded to by the professor or other students. Due to that
lack of response, the discussion
deteriorated to a level which I am
embarrassed to say occurred at a
law school.
These incidents viewed together remind me of one of the
reasons Ileft USD in 1990 and took
aleaveofabsence: racism, sexism,
and homophobia are rampant in
the Law School, and it goes unnoticed oractually, I believe, is tacitly
approved.
Elie Weisel once told me that
silence in the face of injustice is
complicity. All members of the
Law School community are harmed
by what has been said. The statements, flyers, and vandalism continue to occur now because of a
continued lack of response to such
actions in the past. I submit that
they now reflect the values and
actions put forward by the University and the Law School; unless we
take affirmative action to change
it.
While we are notgoing toeliminate prejudice overnight, with
proper leadership and long-term
commitment, we, as a community,
may begin to examine and reflect
upon our behaviors in a more productive fashion. The results will be
not only more productive for USD,
but also for the society in which we
will practice law.

dent organizations are limited in what
materials they may distribute on campus and the manner in which they
present the speakers they invite to the
University.
2) Our ability to communicate
with other students is very limited.
Handbills and posters are the primary
mode of communication for student
organizations. We do make announcements in Sidebar and the infrequently appearing Motions. However, we are careful to place our posters only in designated areas. Wehave
a difficult time keeping our "properly" placed materials posted, so we
make no attempt to post materials in
other unapproved areas, although that
is common practice among other student organizations. We no longer
depend upon the mail slot near the
Writs to receive mail for GALLSA.
We complained last year that materials were being removed from the box
without our consent. But, short of
placing an armed guard in the Writs

or providing locked boxes, it is pointless to watch for the vandals. Occasionally, if we are lucky, we can catch
a piece of mail before it is removed
from the box. We generally check to
see what is being left in otherorganizations' mail slots to assure that we
are not missing deadlines.
We believe that these acts of
vandalism and obstruction are intended to interfere with our ability to
communicate with others in the Law
School. It is not a social orlegal focus
group facing this vandalism, it is
GALLSA.
Because we believe in free speech,
we have not objected to the presentation of speakers who are anti-gay on
thiscampus. Weknowthattherationale that would remove anti-gay
speakers from the campus will be
used against us.
For example, we disagree .
strongly with Malikah Shabazz's
opinions on hom9sexuality..But, her
opinions are no more offensive than

Tempest in a Teapot
of. We are adults; treat us as such. Let
us form our own opinions, make our
By Christopher Scott Trunzo
own
decisions. Let us determine
Motions Staff writer
which messages are right and which
are wrong without the "aid" of a
censor controlling what we see and
or the past few weeks, our
hear. If someone is ,speaking from
school has been embroiled
ignorance or hatred, let them. How
in a controversy over the better to demonstrate the weakness of
limits of free speech that has been their position than to let them expose
tinged with accusations of racism, it themselves? As Justice Holmes
ignorance, and intolerance, with the stated in Abrams .v. United Statd ,
specter of politi"But when meii
cal correctness
have realized
looming in the It is only through the that time has upbackground. constant test or trial of set many fighting
And yet, if we
faiths, they may
look at these in- Ideas that anything ap- come
to
cidents, we will proaching the truth can believe... [in] free
find that they are
trade in ideas atempestin a tea- be found.
that the best test
pot, isolated
of truth is the
events and ridiculous fliers that most power of the thought to get itself
people know about only from the accepted in the competition of the
hyperbolic reactions and criticism that market...."
they have engendered rather than
The purpose of free speech within
from their own merits or demerits. · any community, be it a political orgaThe result of all of this has been nization or a private educational in. acall by some to ban certain speech or stitution, is to foster the dialectic. If
rid the school of the odious few who this is important in the community at
dare to disturb us in our academic large then, a fortiori, it is even more
utopia. An extremely earnest letter so in an institution such as a law
from the office of the Dean essentially school designed to foster critical thinkespousing the demands of those clam- ing through the exchange of ideas.
oring for restrictions on speech by The conflict of ideas is essential for
calling on all students to be intolerant the growth of thought. Hegel's diaof those with opinions upsetting to lectic envisages in the conflict of
the majority has only added impetus thesis and antithesis both the combito the storm. The question that has nation of the best ideas of each and
thus far been overlooked by the m'a in- the strengthening of those ideas which
stream of the dialogue has been, do do survive to form a new synthesis,
we, as a policy matter, really want which in tum becomes the thesis for
anyone to censor what we see and the next round of the dialectic.
hear, in essence guiding our thought
Admittedly, it is easier to do
processes by controlling input, in or- away with annoying little people with
der to preserve tranquillity and docil- their annoying little ideas in the name
ity?
of harmony than to directly combat
It is no more proper for ·a law their ideas; but this is the lazy way out
school to control the flow of informa- intellectually, and the resultant hartion to its students inside oroutside of mony would be more akin to that of
the classroom by excluding those Hitler's Germany or Stalin's Russia
opinions it considers improper than it than the more perfect union enviswould be for a professor ,to keep stu- aged by Jefferson, Madison and
dents from reading dissenting opin- Hamilton. It is only through the
ions that she is not particularly fond constant test or trial of ideas that
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Selective Sensitivity
those of former Congressman William Dannemeyer, who appeared at
the Law School last spring. We consider Dannemeyer a callous bigot,
whose offensive rhetoric and real
power in the Congress damaged gay
people and caused the deaths of many
persons with AIDS, whether gay or
not, because of his interference with ·
reasonable legislation. We may be
appalled by Shabazz's opinions, but
we are equally appalled that the opinions ofthis African-American woman
are more scrutinized than those of a
politician like Dannemeyer.
All of this verifies what we have
long suspected, that speech is more
free for some iit the Law School than
for others. We know that our desire
to stop those who obstruct our right to
speak will be dubbed a demand for
· "political correctness." We aren't
askingfor mandated agreement. We
are asking that the Law School not
allow vandalism to becomeaheckler' s
veto of our right to speak.

Those who deface or remove
materials legitimately posted by student organizations should be disciplined for such acts. This is not
"Animal House." This is a professional school. In the future, the students who graduate from this law
school will be prosecutors, defenders,
administrators, and judges. They
will be asked to deal fairly with persons with whom they may profoundly
disagree. Some of those persons will
be gay. There is room for disagreement, there is room for dialogue, but
not if the dialogue is halted by those
who interfere w,ith the dissemination
of ideas.
The authors write for the Gay and
Lesbian Law Student Association,
for which they are officers: Ms.Burks,
Co-Chair; Ms. Wilson, Co-Chair; and
Ms. Young,Treasurer.

Anonymous or Not, Free Speech is
Protected by the First Amendment
anything approaching the truth can
be found. This is ·something that
should be readily apparent to those
trained in the adversarial system.
It has been said that the language
and methods used in the leaflet and
were improper and that they were,
according to Dean Kristine Strachan
· "intentionally calculated to intimi~
date .and impose. an atmosphere ·Of
fear at the Law School." To paraphrase Holmes, nobody can suppose
thatthe surreptitious publishing of a
silly leaflet by an unknown author,
without more, would present any immediate danger to the safety and wellbeing of the law school. As Holmes
stated in Gitlow v. New York, "Every
idea is an incitement. It offers itself
for belief and if believed it is acted
upon unless some other belief outweighs it or some failure of energy
stifles the movement at its birth. The
only difference between the expression of an opinion and an incitement
in the narrower sense is the speaker's
enthusiasm for the result. Eloquence
may set fire to reason." One "silly
leaflet," a few removed announcements, which happens to every organization on campus, and the occasionaljuvenile scribbling do not pose
adangergreatenoughtosacrificethe
intellectual growth and freedom of
discourse that all academic institutions should enjoy.
. ._ The fact that the leaflet in question was anonymous does not render
itaninvalidformofexpression. Many
famous publications, from the Federalist Papers to a series of articles
published by Chief Justice Marshall
following his decision in Marbury v.
, Madison, were anonymous. Further,
it has long been the practice of many
newspapers to withhold the names of
letter writers and informants who
feared oppression from those whom
their writings discomfort.
Where persons have defaced or
damaged the property of others or
slandered an individual, they should
be held respons_ible, but only to the
extent of criminal and civil penalties
that normally attach to such actions.

We should, though, be loathe to impute racist intent in such acts. After
the flier announcing Malikah
Shabazz's speech was defaced, I noticed another flier announcing a performance by the white comedian Jim
Carey similarly defaced. Was this a
racist act or just another puerile bit of
scribbling, no more dangerous than
the scrawlings of a three·year old?
Whether or not the statements
"foster hatred and misunderstanding," the solution is not to respond
with a counter-barrage of further hatred and misunderstanding. As Justice Brandel.s stated in Whitney v.

LAW IN A FLASH

MULTI STATE
BAR
REVIEW

By Dallas J. O'Day
Motions Staff writer

I

n the (almost) three years that
I've been serving time at the
fabulous USD School of Law,
I've never met our illustrious Dean
Strachan. Oh, I've heard from her:
letters deposited in my mailbox,
interviews in Motions, etc. From
these communications, I've formed
a mental picture of her. She reminds me of a minor character in a
P.G. Wodehouse novel: slightly
eccentric, perhaps even daft, with
moments of extreme lucidity. On
the debit side, I've always thought
there was an air of PC about her. So
it came as no surprise to me when
I received her letter of Feb. 19
regarding what she termed an "antigay flyer."
For those of you who are out of
theloop,permitmetoexplain. The
"anti-gay" flyer the Dean referred
to was a parody of the Green Berets' Hymn. The title was changed
to the Hymn of the "Queen" Berets.
The disgusting lyrics dealt with
(surprise!) gays joining the Green
Berets. The song read like an Xrated Weird Al Yankovic novelty
number, with one crucial difference. Weird Al lampoons politi-

California, "To courageous, self-reliant men, with confidence in . the
power of free and fearless reasoning
applied through the processes ofpopular government, no danger flowing
from speech can be deemed clear and
present, unless the incidence of the
evil apprehended is so imminent that
it may befall before there is opportu-
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each of us complicit in it." The
conduct complained of was an exercise of what was admitted to be "protected speech." Are we asked to
speak out against speech or the message expressed? If the latter, I heartily agree; if the former, I respectfully
dissent.
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nity for full discussion. If there be
time to expose through discussion the
falsehood and fallacies, to avert the
evil through the processes of education, the remedy to be applied is more
speech, not enforced silence."
We are told in the Dean's letter
that"[c]ondoning this conduct, rather
than speaking out against it, makes
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cally acceptable groups, like the obese I was, happy to be free of the
in "Fat." This parody had the temer- femiNazis, left-wing nutties, and
ity to ridicule Clinton and openly gay the Third World coalition that
persons in the Green Berets. As you roamed the political plains of
may have guessed, that's not politi- UCLA. There I was, waiting for
cally correct behavior for our Dean the Dean to begin her speech. But
and the rest of the Perennially Sensi- before that speech, she invited us
tive.
all to look around the stage where
With apologies to Richard Nixon, the administration staff was seated.
let me make one thing perfect!y clear. Then, with a grin larger than that
I thought the song was tasteless. I of the Cheshire Cat, she announced
thought it was inappropriate. I also her pride that the group that flanked
think that the Dean is right when she her on the stage was female.
condemns the tearing down of
Now, if I was the sensitive
GALLSA materials from the walls. type, I might have gone off and
Such activity is crude and unworthy cried over this insensitivity to the
of anyone. Having said that, I must male halfof the audience. Imagine
also pointoutthatthis was a song, not the outcry if the Dean and the ada call to arms. The song did not ministration were all white men,
advocate gay-bashing. It didn't ask and the Dean invited us all to acheterosexuals to kill homosexuals. In knowledge that the administration
short, I fail to see how this inane song was all male. I'm sure there would
can be called "anti-gay" any more have been some response from the
than Weird Al's "Fat" was anti-obese. women in the audience. But the
"You're so insensitive," the Pe- comment was made because men
rennially Sensitive will cry. Ofcourse, (unless they're gay or minority)
I'm a white male, so how could I be don't seem to merit such courtesy
anything else? I simply cannot com- and sensitivity.
prehend the overkill aspect to this
What's good for the goose is
whole incident. Certainly nothing good for the gander. Double stanlike this occurs when the Federalist dards are inappropriate. Tearing
Society has their materials tom down, down approved flyers is wrong.
a not uncommon occurrence. Nor And ifthe Dean wishes to encourwas there a reaction like this when the age civility in the school, she might
Dean addressed my class at first-year start practicing a little herself.
orientation.
Irememberthescenewell. There

260-4551

Monday - Thursday
9:00 - 6:00
Friday - Saturday
9:00 - 4:00
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OPINION:

On the Right

Laws That Dictate Equal
Employment May Backfire

A Modest Proposal
By L. Lucarelli

Social Policies Hinder Employment and Create Prejudice
practice law. This is done without people was far more open and systhe cumbersome, expensive, and tematic than anything we have seen
mostly ineffective intervention of in this county outside of the South
By Brian Edmonston
government.
since World War II. This discrimiNow, if you 're a belt and sus- nation was most prevalent in empenders kind of person, you might ployment. Signs proudly declaring
iththeelectionofBill say, "Well, these laws might be "Irishneednotapply"werehungin
Clinton, many people unnecessary, but I think we should windows throughout many northexpect to see a re- keep 'em around just in case." You eastern cities. Those who chose not
newed tendency for government to would be right in most cases; how- . to take advantage of this talented
intervene in the area of social is- ever, these laws have an additional and low priced labor p09l, howsues. This intervention will in- effect you should consider before ever, probably ended up failing
clude new laws, and increased en- coming to such-a conclusion. They within the business community as
forcement of existing laws, that actually create a reason not to hire they found themselves competing
require companies to hire, fire, and the groups they protect. In other with other companies that did. Any
pay women and minoriperson with significant
ties in a manner equal
Irish heritage can be
to that of other employ- Minorities that have previously been dis- happy that no one saw
ees. Those who look criminated against have overcome that dis- fit to try to pass laws to .
forward to these politheir older rela. crimination without the help of govern- protect
cies, however, should
tives from discriminaconsider the problems ment. The best example is that of the Irish tion.
inherent in these laws immigrants in the early twentieth century.
Another example of the power of
which may cause them
to have the opposite efeconomic incentive to
words, they create a value differ- erase .employment discrimination
fect.
The first is that in a competi- ence where none may have existed is in the area of professional sports.
tive market environment, these laws before.
Jackie Robinson was placed on the
Going back to the firm ex- Brooklyn Dodgers roster without
should be completely unnecessary.
The economic forces that are at ample, if the partner ofFirm A fires the help of government intervenwork every day in our capitalist his male associate because he tion. While .many would like to
society will ensure that those who doesn't get along with the other attribute this move to the owner of
practice such tactics will be pun- members of the firffi, there is only a the Dodgers doing "the right thing,"
ished in the marketplace. The sec- minimum likelihood that a suit will it is more likely that he was well
ond problem with such laws, and follow. The interpersonal relation- aware of the excellent skills posthe more important one, is that they ships within a firm are critical to its sessed by black baseball players at
actually make the groups they are success, and the right to ask certain the time. He saw that by tapping
trying to protect less desirable as people to leave is necessary to main- this talent pool, he could improve
employees, placing a handicap on tain those relationships. If, how- his team's chances of winning a
group members' chances to obtain ever, the partnerofFirm B fires his World Series. This would, ofcourse,
a job in a normal, competitive job female associate just because she also improve his chances of making
market.
does not get along with the other more money. The results speak for
To illustrate how economic members of the firm, there is a themselves. NowhereelseinAmeriforces naturally combat irrational much greater chance that the firm can culture have African Ameriprejudice, let's look at an unequal will be sued as a result of this cans been more successful than in
pay example involving a subject termination.
the area of professional sports, all
close to home: law firms. Firm A
Although some of the suits without the assistance of governpays its women less than its men brought by members of protected ment intervention. Itwouldbehard
because its partners are sexist. groups will be valid, some will cer- for any group to match this success
When Firm B, which is not sexist, tainly not be. Some suits may arise in any area.
goes out to hire a new associate, it from misunderstandings, others
One point should bemadeclear
interviews a man and a woman may arise from people who are regarding the issues mentioned
from Firm A. When they make an simply abusing their protected sta- above: they only apply to the prioffer that is somewhat higher than tus. It will be the firm that hires the vatesector. The government should
the woman's pay, but somewhat greatest number of protected em- be required to undergo strict scrulower than the man's, she accepts ployees that will be required to pay tiny regarding its behavior toward
and he declines. Now Firm B has the most to determine which termi- different groups because the marthe advantage ofan equally compe- nations were valid and which were ket controls that naturally fight
tent but lower paid associate. You, not. Thus, it is the non-sexist firm prejudice do not affect government
of course, at this point say, "What's that is penalized. This penalty, institutions. Weseethatmostofthe
so fair about that?" Well, just wait. created by the government inter- unfair practices done to certain
Now Firm B starts charging vention, will create a perfectly ra- groups are a result of government
clients less for the same service or tional incentive for employers not action. For example, the segregaprovides more service for the same to hire members ofprotected groups, tion of the schools in the South was
price. Firm B will then have its even wherethere hadbeennopreju- something done by the government.
business increase as clients flock to dice on their part before.
It needed to be remedied by governMinorities that have previously ment action. Unfair treatment of
purchaseitssuperiorproduct. Firm
A, which has retained the more been discriminated against have women within the court system is
expensive associate, is punished by overcome that discrimination with- another area where the government
the marketplace, and its partners out the help of government. The must be watched. Judges have no
will see their income drop as a best example is that of the Irish incentive not to discriminate against
result of its sexism. The partners immigrants in the early twentieth certain groups because those groups
from firm B will see their income century. People who don' t think cannot take their business elseincrease as the marketplace rewards the Irish were despised and dis- where. Thus, one should be more
them for their fair hiring practices. criminated against to the same de- hesitant about reducing the anti.This same scenario will take place gree as any other minority in this discrimination laws on government
each time a firm undertakes a sys- country is discriminated against than on the private sector because
tematic hiring practice that is based today are not aware of history. The no market forces act on governon factors other than one's ability to discrimination experienced by Irish ment.

W

Motions Staff writer

I

f you 're conservative - or if
you merely have an aversion
to skyrocketing drug use,
crime, and the erosion of moral

values - you'll agree with my
assertion that things are going
pretty lousy right now. Many of
you have doubtless engaged in
fervent prayer to God in an attempt to coax Hirn into saving
our hapless society. I also imagine that many of you have given
up hope that God will intervene
and help us. Itis to you who share

these feelings that I proffer this
suggestion: Maybe we should
consider praying to the demons.
Before I go any further, let
me clarify my statement to avoid
a terrible misperception: I am
not, by any means, suggesting
that we engage in satanism. The
devil is the source of all evil,
including that which presently
plagues our world. He has no
intention of undoing those
nefarious feats he has accomplished on earth, and no one
is happier than he with the
fact that modem America is
going to hell in a handbasket.
Satan has no incentive to step
in and "clean shop" here, and
any veneration he receives
will be directed toward furthering the present state of
affairs.
What I am suggesting is that
we pray to the demons, not as
servants of Satan, but as proud,
freedom-loving individuals. I
know, Scripture implies that they
are unified in their service of the
devil (Matt. 12:25-26). Okay,
maybetheyarenow. But you see,
they don't have to stay that way.
The demons are free spirits, endowed with an intense disdain
See DEMONS page 15

Behind the Center

Solution to Social Security
Dilemma May Come from
Surprising Source
By John Wallner

L

ast month, Bill Clinton
proposed a one-year
freeze on Social Security cost-of-living increases.
Under a maelstrom ofprotest from
the American Association of Re-

tired Persons (AARP), the President withdrew his proposal.
Since then, thePresidenth~ proposed taxing some Social Security benefits as part of a deficit
reduction package.

Thecomplaintsfrom the current beneficiaries of Social Security were heartfelt, sincere, and
predictable. These people feel
that they are entitled to the money
they have saved over many years
through participation in the Social Security program. The
Clinton administration feels that
those who earn over $30,000 a
year can, and should, pay taxes
on their Social Security benefits.
This controversy over
"means testing" highlights a
more perple~ing problem we as a
nation face over Social Security.
There are severe problems with
our Social Security system, none
of which are being addressed in
Washington.
The Social Security program
was supposed to provide retirement insurance to all Americans.
In reality, Social Security is
a cruel hoax perpetuated on working Americans. We are being
told that we are contributing to
an insurance program and have
been led to believe that the Social
Security system is actuarially
sound.
Yet more and more people
See WALLNER page 15
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Czar's Corner

Czar Tums 30, Reign Nearing End
By Keith Cramer
Intramural Czar

s

0-2 you would think they would be
glad to go three weeks in a row
without losing a game.
Jim Miles is far and away the
best dressed player in any league.
Last Saturday he had a big day both
at the plate and on the mound while
sporting a spotless white America's
Cup sweater and jeans. At game's
end he was still spotless. It is worth
noting, however, that he must have
been serious about winning this
week - he showed up wearing tennis shoes instead of his usual

topsiders.
Section C may not win many
(any?) games, but they sure know
how to have a good time. Somebody needs to tell Jim Ballard and
Company that the ball would be
much easier to catch if they weren't
seeing double.
WellHungJuryisnotthetopranked Softball team. I say this
only because I know that Brad
Fields will be irked to no end.
Section B sure knows how to
talk a good softball game. If their
play ever catches up

ome observations...
"A" League basketball
looks to be shaping up as a
two team race. Tim Hart has lead
Erie Street out to a fast start, but
Night Court is staying with them.
Look for these two in the championship game.
At this point in
the season it is Soft••••IW0''"'1'i?'"'""...,"""'"'""'-.-----,----:::---,,,,..,-~
ball Intramurals 3 Mother Nature 3.
Maybe the rain will
stay away from now
on. With any luck
we may actually be
able to play two
weeks in a row.
Bark Like a
Dog keeps moaning
about how they were
rained out two weeks
in a row and then
had to take a bye. At

WALLNER from page 14
are qualifying for Social Security
benefits at a time when fewer and
fewer people are entering the work
force. These fewer working newcomers are the ones who pay the
payroll taxes that finance the current benefits for retirees.
Working Americans pay over
$300 billion annually into the Social Security fund. This year, over
90% of this will be paid out in
benefits. By the year 2020, the
Social Security and Medicare funds
will be running more than a halftrillion-dollar deficit.
In fact, there is no true trust
fund. The Congress has squandered the money that so many
worked so hard to earn. Young
people are forced to pay into a
bankrupt system that will for a while
longer make payments to the elderly but will never pay insurance
premiums to those who are young
now.
Supposedly designed to help
the poor, the steadily increasing
Social Security tax falls most heavily
on them.
A potential solution may come
from a surprising place - Chile.

Chile's solution
Ten years ago Chile abandoned
its old Social Security system in
favor of an approach devised by
free-market economists from
Harvard, MIT, and the University
of Chicago. The new plan requires
eachofthecountry's workers to put
10% of their salary into a private
pension fund of their own choosing. There are 13 plans to choose
from, and workers can switch their
funds among managers to get the
best returns and services at the lowest cost At retirement, a worker
takes the accumulated savings and
either buys an annuity or organizes
an individual payout schedule.
It's a common sense system,
moreeasilyunderstoodbytheaverage Chilean mother than by Social

Security experts. It has the advantage ofleaving control of the funds
in the hands of the workers, rather
than in the wasteful clutches of
government.
How has it worked out? Well.
The private pension funds have
averaged 13% real growth annually over the last ten years. A
rapidly growing number of wage
earners elect to contribute more
than the mandatory amount. Chile's
private funds now equate to onethird of Chile's gross national product. The system is funding a vibrant capital market, which creates
new businesses and jobs.
The Chilean system is based
on a simple principle: that people
care about their money, and they
will manage it more wisely than
government can.
Chile has shown that privatized
Social Security is more efficient
than government-run Social Security. It is time that we heed this
lesson and give American workers
control over their own retirement
funds.

Derivedfrom the "Wallner for
Congress Position Papers: John
Wallner on the Issues" - "The Issue: Personal Income Security."
The author recently was the Libertarian Congressional candidate in
San Diego's 49th District.
DEMONS from page 14
for authority. That's why they allied with Satan in the coup against
God; they naturally side with the
underdog. Their unwillingness to
serve may enable us to persuade the
demons to rebel against their present
master and to help us.
Think, ladies and gentlemen,
of their present situation. First they
rebelagainstGod,displayingarare
disregard for, or inability to recognize, their own best interests. Then
what happens? Do they gain autonomy? Do they attain the power
to roam the earth as physical mani-

with their mouths
they will be unbeatable. Having said
that, I must now
qualify itby acknowledging that no one,
not even anyone on
Section B, can talk a
game, any game, like
Keith Nussbaum.
He is definitely the
King.

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

"A" LEAGUE
Will be tough to beat
Lost a close one to Erie Street
Sorry guys - it's a two team race
Never saw them play- Can'tcomment
"B"LEAGUE
Big Where It Counts 5-0
Should be named "The Sandbaggers"
Cubanos
5-0
Alumni keep winning close ones
Rhino's Horny Herd 4-1
Hey Brad, this isn'ttheNBA-Relax
APALSA
4-1
Emerging as one of the top contenders
Eerie Street
Night Court

5-0
4-1
McGreevy's Nameless Wonders 3-2
Chutzpah
3-2

decades, and the demons know it. great game, peons with no more
For instance, the demons used to dignity or independence from the
celebrate Blackmun opinions as devil than a network anchorman.
major victories. Then they became We assure them that the real chalcommon and acceptable to society lenge these days, the real Establishas a whole. People started leaving ment against which to rebel, is the
religion in droves and "morality" immorality that their master has ,
becameanexpletive. UnlikeSatan, successfully impressed into our so- •
the demons (who are only inter- ciety. We agree with them that
ested in challenging endeavors) chaos is better than orderly evil.
Demons are free spirits
gradually lost their enthusiasm for And then we step aside and see
What I'm suggesting is that we the way society was shaping up.
what happens.
The demons have finally grown
use their unhappiness with the
Now I'm not saying this will be
present state of affairs to persuade disgusted with the facility of their easy. We should think long and
them to rebel, yet again, against victory. They are sick of seeing hard before we tum to these awful
their present master. Remember - institutions like the Supreme Court .and evil beings for help. After all,
the demons are free spirits, akin to pander to vice by eliminating laws they don'tlike us. The demons are
the enlightenment philosophers and which uphold moral guidelines and doubtless annoyed that God loves
the sixties radicals; they hate what- require discipline. That annoys us and holds us in high esteem
ever they perceive to be the Estab- them; even demons loathe inconti- while He reviles them, especially
lishment." And the best way for nence. And there's more. With the considering the fact that we are
them to demonstrate their indepen- surgeon general announcing her inferior to them in almost every
dence from the present Establish- intentions to mandate sex educa- sense. Their jealousy would make
ment is to act in the world to elimi- tion for kindergartners and Con- them unstable allies at best. Nor do
nate the immorality which has be- gress preparing to pass the Free- the demons respect us. Demons are
come institutionalized in our soci- dom of Choice Act, the demons proud, willful individuals, and our
ety.
think that the federal government weakness repulses them. MoreWhat's that you say? Don't is trying to ingratiate itself to their over, the extreme and eternal sense
they hate virtue too much to try to master.
pain which they constantly experiThe fact that we are a violent ence has made them nasty and irrireinvigorate it here on earth? Well,
not really. Clearly they don't like society is of little solace to the de- table. They are notoriously impaGod very much. And since virtue mons, who are intelligent enough tient.
ultimately comes from God, they've to realize that most of our present
Nonetheless, appealing to I
never been enthusiastic about its problems spring from weakness them for help may be our only ho~
cultivation. At the same time, rather than malice. Besides - what for restoring virtue and purging
tl1ey're not really fond of vice per gratification can self-respecting, ourselves of a jurisprudence gone
se. Their aforementioned revolt anarchical individuals derive from haywire. Yes, praying to the deagainst God demonstrates that what major victories handed to them by mons would mean invokingpowerthey really crave is chaos. The the government? What is left for fulandmalevolententities thatprobdemons are aware of the fact that them to do in the battle against God, ably look like Aliens with wings.
vice of all sorts creates disorder Who appears to be losing? How can But I'm not sure that things can
within individuals who practice it they possibly feel valuable in the actually get much worse in the world
and that a society of disordered . great struggle to destroy morality anyway. Besides - traditional Jews
individuals will necessarily be a when the press is doing all the and Christians are already regarded
as religious fanatics by the press, so
chaotic one. So they push vice a lot. work?
But when vice becomes institutiondemon worship can't hurt us from
alized, as it is today, they get bored. The plan
a PR standpoint What do we have
You see, things have come too
It's feelings like these that we to lose? Perhaps we should wait
easy for the demons. There used to need to stress when we appeal to and see if things improve before we
beatimewhen"virtue"meantmore their aid. Here's the plan: we make any irreversible decisions we
than "tolerance," when morality remind the demons that their rebel- might regret.
Or perhaps we just shouldn't
was the accepted basis of all law, lion against God ended in slavery to
and when "values" were more than someone hardly more powerful than give up on God.
a political inside joke . But things themselves. Weask themifthey're
The way I see it, those are our •
have changed over the past few satisfied with being pawns in the only two viable alternatives.
festations, spreading chaos and destruction in their wakes? No! They
lose the battle against the Deity,
and then become slaves to their
failed general. By rebelling against
God, they gave up serving the Creator only to become thralls of a
peer. Can they possibly be satisfied
with this situation? Could anyone?
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From the President

o ,·"~havior f90t~p in
firrgetihg of the Writs witij th~ highly
To: USD School of Law
of:fensive Jeatle~ .J)ccurred on :~ Thursday tlight. Tb.e >y
Ithascometomyattentionthatascurrilous"poem,"
uming of'tl):e:ae:t<aiia the sc~citfof studentspr~sent could ···· · viciously attacking human beings on the basis of their
easli~:.~
··. · tbeiocjdentb~ing)
nder t4.x " sexual orientation, wasrecentlydistributedattheSchool
ve{bial rug ·.·.· .·.·•·•·· · 'th mosfof~e.t
·····.· at make.
of Law. I am dismayed by this kind of intolerance and
peqpl" uncomf~bte: Instead; peari,: Sl!achaµ
degrading treatment of others, and I deplore the
swifti:esponse r.O bigotry, so)idified her role as.i
appallinglyvulgarlanguageofthepiece. The University
of this law $Chool. "
·
of San Diego is founded on a beliefin God, and on respect
~And yet s~t· the type of blatant homop~ob..µt:
for the dignity of each human being, since each person
· :p~ed in tlliS' flyef intensifies many gay and··les?ian
is created by and loved by God. It is neither humorous
~rodents• fear of maJcing their presetlce 1511own on this and
nor harmless to debase other persons by distributing a
other eampuses tlliougbou~the Unfr~d; Stat~.;,.:1)ie fear
piece evidencing such blatant hatred and bigotry. The
ranges from d!e very real threat o[ruipors influ~c·
University cannot condone such conduct, which is antie"fu1~ 'ti.th~
pro~tive employers to the dread of open qpstilitf
thetical to what this University stands for, and, as
a group.cit law
their, up until that ~me, solicit~lls peers. :As lo~g as gay
President, I invite all other members of the community
~rsoftbei:J:own
andlesbian
' theli:lstbastionofaceeptedhumorand
to join me in speaking out against it.
e8 or distl:ibute ·· ·
Author E. Hughes
ridicule as evt. encedby this flyer aod·~~ ~ualtydestrus.~
tive,ofthand col1lments of mariy student~.-~d pmfessQr&,IC
President, University of San Diego
the fear s~plyperpetuates the clo~ti.pg ands· ·· ·· 'ng
\.
.... . . . . . . · .··· .
.... . .. .··
.
.
humanity,oql9n'tlaugh
·many individuals.
My hope is that $is inC;jdent and •.•th~defacement of the Malikah Shabazz poster'will human fiunily. This is sbameftiI conduct
help' shatter the. comp~cent attitude of i;riany of the student body re~ding issues ..of, .. S~r
homophobia; racism, and sexism. !tis irrational to continually denytlleeiistence ofbigotryw
•
.'.1;~
aod discrimination when confronted with such hate-tinged actS~
Depth bf'. Jgnorari'~
mw
Julie M. Durdap
CJSD Law '93
This ietter.originated ~~expression ofappreciawn to Dean Strachan for her recent
t
letter~onpemning anti-ga~'i,>ractices occuttipg at-the La'w Sehoo pluding the distribuHartwell Speaks O~t
..
.•. , .· .
..
·.·
.... tjono[an~tftmsiveanti:gaY'poemandtltel
· L$Afliers. Before
Why dol1~tg~rs j~stlighten up, we ask; and ,:ealize theflyprwas just ajok.eao~ Ja~gh i I cotlldputJ>en to paper, howeye.r,l~as ~l!pe
anti-gay senilinents
\ ., . .
x,
along with tht'5rest-0f.b.s? .pon't ~ese people have a sense of humor, we ~~nder• .~f you n \Y!thin the Law.School community'. · · · · · · · i . , .
7
wonder. then yo~ do not ~derstarttl w~joking is·about. Joking in the f~;nt ~~ ~dicule"'
On~of my professors, after rx¥fing the DeaJ1 's lett~r , layed'to outcfus that afew
-'along with praise, anger and puni~hment - is a·principle means of ~.ocial control; When "·91 his student evaluations had C()nUrlned vi~iously anti-gay comments•..Those comments
a child wets his pants, picks.his nose inp°:J?~icor »:'..~~ fan~y .~lot.hes, bis,parx?ts;teacher& a.J>Rarxntly stemmed from e~lUnpfos giveodUrlngclass()fciurentlegalissuesin comi;riunity
andpeerscensoi:.Qi~behaviorby maki~~ ajokeof~t:The ch4ciperceives thejokeasridicule propeny that involved g~y. relationsbips. . '
·· ... .· · ·
and;reactS'widtluimiliationandshame. Theridiculedbehaviorispuriedandfl..enied<Those
Iamdeeplydismayedandembarrassedthatanyclassdiateofµtinewouldresorttosuch·· ·
en~ing in ~ ri~cule pnjoy the joke; even wheQ they realize the child is humllftted. methods Wex,press hie.~ qf her point ofview. l'mn(),~suggesting (bateveryonemustacce~t
Nature in her. infihite wisdom has made laughter a pleasant event which h~the effect of all aspec~ of gay life - in the face of current events, that is c1~1y asking too much.)'m
personally rewaqpng~s for epforcing social:tules and. at the same time, ofcreat~g a bond simply at.!ng that we afford everyone basic huplan decel)cy. regardless of their
among those who enj()y the laughter. So jokes~as-ridicule carry out two irnt?Ortant social gender'. religion or sex,ual otjent.ation.' "
;;
.
.
...
.
functions: they censo;i; the thoughts and conduct of the individual subject to
and .·.·.
. ff YOU\ beliefs;are , ·
d,(>n'.~
e invql
ay relationship, don~ (
· ·.·
Bui while you 're at
theyforw bonds amOl}g those doing the ridiculing. Joking ccxrrces the censored persgn into ,, assQcla~. }'Yith gf,ys, an
the group.
... . . . .
.
.·
.jt.~on'tiipdown Q:ALLS
s,on't;
.
siveanti:gaYpoerns;
..
. ··
Thereisanugl,fsidetothis. lfthesubjectmatterofthejoke·as-ridiculeisaperihanent and dpn"t make hateful attaclfs in anonytn . . evaluatipns:
status. such as gender, race, ethnicity~..or se;icual orientation, then the targets, especially if
:As law students, the1eastl wouldexpectftom my classmat~hQICling anti-gay beliefs
·they are youug andtheryforee~i3:!lyyuln~~abl~;Jeelthemselves to be worthless because is we~~reaso~d argument in support of those beliefs. Yet, ~e:covert, childish behavior,
the legitimacy o~ their v~ l'enig deni~d: Thfa vultierabiJ.ity never g~s aw~y, ~ven in , .of Iat~only shows th~ depth o(~gnorance b'ehind th~ anti-ga.¥ sentiments.
adulth00d,beca.U5ethewoundin.gt.gp~:p~eatsuc~aoeilya~e. ltence;
ple\yhojyere · · · Liiid4.A{arie,8ell ·
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Read This, Mr. O'Day

Emil's Defense

This letter is a belated response to Mr. O'Day's contention that the
1960s and the 1970s failed to produce a great novel or writer. :A~ an aside,
it should be noted that the perspective requisite to any writer's being
dubbed Great has yet to come to pass for the generation in question.
Nevertheless, several writers merit acknowledgement, and it is a curious
supposition on Mr. O'Day's part that he lists Updike, Wolfe, or Irving as
representative of the literary acumen of this period.
Saul Bellow thrived in the 60s and 70s. He was awarded the Nobel
Prize for literature in 1976, most notably for that year's short novel "Seize
the Day." However, Bellow had some dozen years earlier written what is
arguably the premier American novel of the period, "Herzog." His other
fine works include "Mr. Sammler' s Planet," "Henderson the Rain King,"
and "The Dean's December." :A short time ago, Bellow added the wellreceived "More Die of Heartbreak." If one can excuse a tendency toward
misogyny in his work, Bellow's acute interpretation of our modem
cynicism still rings true..
Toni Morrison discovered she could write just over twenty years ago.
Her early works, generally regarded as her finest, include "Sula," "Tar
Baby," "and Song of Solomon." Her chronicle of .African American
experience in this country has augmented her popularity with the literary
correct, but this should not be her scarlet letter. Rather, her testament is
the emotive force her work evokes through the revelation ofa still clouded
facet of American culture.
Vladimir Nabokov's masterwork is "Lolita," admittedly a 50s book.
However, by the 60s Nabokov had not forgotten how to write a prose
unparalleled by even the Laura Ashley crowd Mr. O'Day so dutifully
champions. "Bend Sinister," ''Pale Fire," "Laughter in the Dark," and
"Despair" are all 60s books. Can one credibly deny the Greatness of a
writer who, in describing the complexion of a girlfriend of the twelveyear-old Lolita, conceived the word "bepimpled?"
Go read a book, indeed, Mr. O'Day.
Sandro Battaglia
USD Law '93

Dawn Hamilton's response to my Top Ten List is an outrage ("Pick on Someone Your Own Size," Feb. 16,
1993). She resorts to shameless personal condemnation rather than comprehending the list's actual purpose:
providing cheap and amateurish preadolescent humor.
For those who do not recall, my "Motions Top Ten List" of Jan. 27 includes a cliched potshot at Chelsea
Clinton's physical appearance. In response, Ms. Hamilton arrogantly launches a verbal assault against me by
boldlysuggestingthatiamacard-carryingsexistandchildabuseadvocate.
This·is delusional and absurd. Gender is irrelevant here, and my list fails
to faintly conform to even the loosest definition of child abuse.
Being twelve years old can be awkward; one look at my seventh
grade picture bluntly illustrates thatl speak from experience. However, Ms.
Hamilton somehow construed my simple stab at Our First Daughter as
apocalyptic heresy. I am confident that she could spend a lifetime writing
letters containing similar responses to those equally brazen pagans at The
Dartmouth Review, National Lampoon, and Mad Magazine.
It is painfully clear that Ms. Hamilton needs to lighten up. Her ad hominem attack is a crude attempt to
further her political agenda. I hope she can find better ways to occupy her time than issuing such snide and petty
missives.
Emil Wohl
USDLaw '94

LETTERS

PC Revisited
Regarding Mr. Lucarelli's piece on "political correctness" ("Thought Police," Feb. 15, 1993), I would like
to ask him what is wrong with encouraging all people, when referring to minority groups, to use the same words
that they would use? Setting jargon aside, what is important is the meaning of the term "politically correct." It
means using words like: .African American instead of Negro or Nigger, Gay or Lesbian instead of Fag, Asian
instead of Oriental, Latino or Latina instead of Hispanic or Spic, Undocumented instead of illegal :Alien (no one
deserves to be stigmatized as "illegal"), Native American instead of Indian (which only proves that Columbus did
notknowwherehewas),anditalian-AmericaninsteadofWop. Whywt>uldyouinsistonarighttouseworciswhich
cause other people pain? According to Robin Morgan, "PC" really stands for "plain courtesy," andas Benito Juarez
said, "El respesto al derecho ageno es la paz": mutual respect is,peace.
Jack V. Bournazian
USD Law '93

